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Khadr and Schmidt-Hebbel apply a framework  Such a framework, they contend, provides:
for consistency, which they developed else-
where, to Zimbabwe.  *  An organizing device with which to check
the intemial  consistency of data.
Using annual data for 1981 and 1987, they
illustrate the usefulness of imposing consistency  *  A snapshot of the principal resource trans-
on the flow budget accounts (in both current and  fers in the economy, which can be helpful in di-
co.istant prices) of a developing economy.  agnosing and analyzing macroeconomic imbal-
ances and unsustainable resource flows.
This economy is represented by six sectors:
the central government, public enterprises plus  *  A tool for financial programing or a first
local government, the central bank, the deposit  step in a model-building effort that entails
banking system, the nonfinancial private sector,  specifying behavioral relationships.
and the external sector.
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Michael  Walton  and  participants  at  World  Bank  seminars.I.  INTRODUCTION
The objective  *of  this paper is to apply  a  framework  for  macroeconomic
consistency,  developed  elsewhere  (Khadr  and  Schmidt-Hebbel,  1989),  to  Zimbabwe.
The paper presents  a comprehensive  six-sector  application,  with a detailed
discussion  of data sources. While  the detailed  methodological  discussion  is
presented  in the paper referred  to above,  here the emphasis  is put on the
empirical  implementation  of our  consistency  framework.
The  construction  of  a  consistency  framework  involves  specifying  the  budget
constraints  for  the  different  'agents'  or 'accounts"  in  an  economy  and  ensuring
that they are mutually  consistent  (that  is, any receipt  or 'source"  in one
account has a payment or "use' counterpart  in another account).  Budget
constraints,  if  properly  specified,  must  be ex post  identities.  At the  end  of
a  given  time  period,  the  sum  of  expenditures  by  an  agent  (whether  current  or  used
to acquire  assets)  must be identically  equal  to the sum  of receipts  (defined
broadly  to include  receipts  from  borrowing  or the  accumulation  of liabilities
as well as sources  of income)  during  that period.  It is thus important  to
realize  that  a  macroeconomic  consistency  framework  contains  no  assumptions  about
behavior.
What then is the benefit of constructing  a consistency  framework  and
presenting  economic  and  financial  data  for  a  given  country  in  this  form? This
question  is  addLessed  again  in  the  conclusion  to  this  paper,  but  it  can  be  noted
here that such  a framework  provides:  (i)  an organizing  device  which  checks  on
the  internal  consistency  of  the  data;  (ii)  a snapshot  of the  principal  resource
transfers  in the  economy,  which  can  be  helpful  in  the  diagnosis  and  analysis  of
macroeconomic  imbalances  and  unsustainable  resource  flows;  and  (iii)  a  tool  for
financial  programming  and/or  a  first  step  in  a  model-building  effort  that  entails
specifying  behavioral  relationships.-2-
The  basic  structure  of the framework  employed  in this  paper  is  based  on
our methodology  for  macroeconomic  consistency  in current  and  constant  prices
(Khadr  and Schmidt-Hebbel  (1989)),  which  extends  previous  work on consistency
in current  prices (see in particular  Crouch (1972),  Meyer (1975),  Turnovsky
(1977), Host-Madsen (1979),  Marshall and  Schmidt-Hebbel  (1988),  Easterly
(1989)and  Holsen  (1989))  to  consider  real  variables,  relative  prices  and  capital
gains  and losses  on asset/liability  holdings  in a consistent  macro-accounting
framework.
In this paper  we adopt  a six-sectorl  breakdown,  extending  our  previous
three-sector  illustration  for Zimbabwe  as presented  in section  3 of Khadr  and
Schmidt-Hebbel  (1989).2  As in  the  latter,  this  paper's  application  to  Zimbabwe
covers  two  years:  1981  and  1987. However,  in  addition  to  a different  sectoral
breakdown,  this  paper  presents  a  significant  difference  with  our  above-mentioned
methodolo3ical  paper  by  simplifying  the  computation  of  capital  gains  and  losses,
as discussed  below.
A summary  of  the  consistency  methodology  based  on  Khadr  and  Schmidt-Hebbel
(1989)  is  presented  in  section  II. We  begin  (subsection  II.1)  by specifying  the
budget  constraints  in nominal (current  local  currency  unit) terms,  drawing  a
distinction  between  current  account  and  capital  account  transactions.  We also
show  how  all  the  budget  identities  can  be  depicted  simultaneously  in  a  convenient
flow-of-funds  summary  matrix.
1 There  are  six  sectors  in terms  of (aggregates  of)  economic  agents. The
national  accounts  identity  is sometimes  referred  to as a seventh  "sector',  as
in  Holsen  (1989)  and  Khadr,  Mckay,  Schmidt-Hebbel,  and  Ventura  (1989).
2  A five-sector  consistency  framework  in current  prices  only is applied
to  Zimbabwe  for  1985-1987,  in  the  framework  of a  RMSM-X  model,  by Khadr.  McKay,
Schmidt-Hebbel,  and  Ventura  (1989).- 3  -
In subsection  II.2.  we extend  the  conceptual  apparatus  to re-specify  the
budget  constraints  in  real  terms. We demonstrate  how,  by distinguishing  among
the  price  deflators  for  several  different  expenditure  compotients  of GDP, real
GDP in any given  year  can  be expressed  as the sum  of two sets  of terms.  The
first  set  captures  the  real  value  of  the  expenditure  components.  The  second  set
captures  relative  price  change  termq  which  arise  from  the  fact  that  the  deflator
for a given  expenditure  component  (e.g.,  consumption)  may have changed  at a
different  rate  from  the  GDP  deflator  vis-a-vis  the  base  year. We also  show  how
for the capital  account,  the methodology  enables  us to split  asset changes
deflated  to the  base  year into (i)  asset  changes  from  one  year to the  next in
terms of command  over units of GDP; and (ii)  capital  gainstlosses  on asset
holdings  due  to  inflation  and/or  nominal  devaluation.  Analogously  with  subsection
II.1,  we also  present  a  matrix  depiction  of  the  budget  identities  in  real  terms.
In subsection  II.3,  we pr!sent  the  stock  balance  sheets  that  correspond  to the
flow  budget  constraints.
Section  III  presents  an  application  of  the  consistency  framework  to  Zimbabwe
for  the  years  1981  and  1987. The flow  budget  constraints  in  nominal  terms  and
the  corresponding  summary  matrices  are  presented  in  subsection  III.1. This  sub-
section  also  contains  a  brief  discussion  of  what insights  can  be  drawn  from  the
exercise. The  corresponding  real (1980  Zimbabwe  dollar)  flows  are  outlined  in
subsection  III.2. Consistent  end-of-period  balance  sheets  corresponding  to  the
different  accounts  are  presented  in  subsection  III.3.  Section  IV  concludes  with
a few remarks  on the utility  of a macroeconomic  consistency  framework  and
possible  extensions  or simplifications.II.  A METHODOLOGY FOR MACROECONOMIC CONSISTENCY
This section summarizes  and simplifies  the macroeconomic  consistency
methodology  for  current  and  constant  prices  developed  by  us  elsewhere  (Khadr  and
Schmidt-Hebbel  (1989)).
11.1  Macroeconomic  Consistency  in  Nominal  Terms
We start  by presenting  the  flow  budget  constraints  that  correspond  to the
different  accounts  in  the  economy. Six  accounts  are  considered  here:  two  non-
financial  public  sector  accounts  (central  government,  and  a  consolidated  public
enterprise  and local  government  account),  two financial  accounts  (the  central
bank  and  the  banking  systeM),  the  non-financial  private  sector  account,  and  the
external  sector  account. A distinction  among  the  private,  public  and  external
sectors  appears  justified  in order  to allow  for  behavioral  differences  and  to
distinguish  among  private,  public,  and  foreign  factor  ownership. Further,  the
financial  and  non-financial  sectors  are  separated  due  to  the  importance  of  trac-
ing  financial  and  monetary  variables  in the  domestic  economy  as  well as in the
balance  of  payments.
The  distinction  between  two  branches  of  the  public  sector  can  be  justified
on  grounds  of  data  availability  for  the  case  study  considered  here  and  possibie
differences  in behavior. The  distinction  between  deposit  money  banks  and  the
central  bank  is  due  to  their  differing  roles  and  links  with  the  balance  of  pay-
ments  and  the  public  sector. If  desired,  they  can  be easily  consolidated  into
a single  monetary  system. Alternatively  the  central  bank,  central  government,
and  public  enterprises  and  local  government  (LG)  could  be  integrated  into  a  con-
solidated  public  sector,  which  often  is  a relevant  aggregation  for  the  analysis
of  the  macroeconomic  impact  of the  public  sector  on the  principal  macroeconomic-5-
aggregates. 3 Finally,  the  private  sector  consolidates  households  and  firms  into
one  account,  an assumption  which  could  be relaxed  subject  to data  availability
and  analytical  requirement.
The flow budget  constraints  simply  eflect  the basic identity  between
sources  and uses of funds  for each sector.  The presentation  here separates
current  and  capital  account  sources  and  uses  of funds.  Simply  put,  any  capital
account  source  or use of funds  impacts  on  wealth,  and  therefore  future  income
streams,  whereas  current  account  sources  do not.  We define  saving  for  each
sector  as the 'above  the line,  or current  account  excess  of sources  over  uses
of funds.  This is also identical  to the 'below  the line'  or capital  account
excess  of  uses  over  sources  of  funds. A simplifying  assumption  made  throughout
the  paper,  which  reflects  data  limitations  in  most  developing  country  applica-
tions,  is that there  are  no current  account  transactions  of the two  financial
sectors.  Since  this  is  assumed  to  hold  true  for  all  time  periods,  the  net  wealth
or equity  of both  the  central  bank  and  the  banking  sector  is  equal  to zero.
In the capital  account,  a distinction  is implicitly  d.-awn  between  real
assets  or physical  capital  (for  which there  is no offsetting  liability)  and
financial  assets,  which  have corresponding  liabilities. Changes  in physical
assets  are  written  in terms  of flows  (capital  stocks  are  not  considered  expli-
citly  in subsections  II.1  and II.2),  whereas  changes  in financial  assets  and
liabilities  are  written  as first  differences  of the  corresponding  stocks.
3 For  a  detailed  derivation  of  the  consolidated  public  sector  budget  based
on  four  public  subsectors  (general  government,  public  enterprises,  central  bank,
and  other  public  financial  institutions  see  Marshall  and  Schmidt-Hebbel  (1988).- 6 -
To specify  the flow budget  constraints  in nominal  terms (that  is, in
current local currency units), begin with  the central government  i'.ldget
constraint.  Central  government  saving  is  defined  ass
(1)  Central  government  saving  E  central  government  value  added  + indirect  taxes
+  direct  taxes  +  net transfers  to  central  govt  from  ROW  +  interest  from
private  sector  + interest  from  LG  &  parastatals  - government  consumption  -
subsidies - domestic interest  payments - interest  payments to ROW.
Note  that  central  government  value  added  is  given  by factor  income  accruing  to
the  factors  of  production  owned  by  the  central  government,  and  not  the  value  of
final  output  it  produces. The  same  principle  applies  to LG & parastatals  and
the  private  sector. Furthermore,  central  government  saving  is  identically  equal
to  net asset  changes:
(1') Central  government  saving  E central  government  investment  + lending  to  the
private  sector  +  lending  to  LG &  parastatals  - borrowing  from  the  central
bank  -borrowing  from  the  banking  system  - borrowing  from  the  private  sector
- borrowing  from ROW - capital grants from ROW.
Identity  (1)  thus  defines  the  current  account  balance  for  the  central  government,
and (1')  its  capital  account.  Note  that,  investment  aside,  the  elements  on the
right-hand-side  of (1')  are  measured  as  changes  in  stocks. Thus  lending  to the
private  sector  is simply  the  difference  between  the  stock  of loans  outstanding
at the  end  of this  period  and  the  stock  at the  end  of last  period. 4
Next,  the  budget  identity  for  LG &  parastatals  is given  by (2)  and (2'):
(2)  LG & parastatal  saving  _ LG & parastatal  value  added  - subsidies  +  sub-
sidies  - interest  payments  to central  government  - interest  payments  to
the  private  sector  - interest  payments  to the  ROW.
4  The  exception  to  this  rule  is  capital  grants  from  abroad,  since  they  do
not imply  a liability  accumulation  which  reduces  future  income  streams.(2') Lu &  parastatal  saving  I investment  of  LG & parastatals  - borrowing  from
central  government  - borrowing  from  the  private  sector  - borrowing  from
central bank - borrowing from banking system - borrowing from ROW.
For  both  the  central  bank (identity  (3'))  and  the  banking  system  (ident'ty
(4')),  saving  and  net  asset  changes  are  identically  zero:
(3') 0  1 lending  to  government  + lending  to  LG  & parastatals  + lending  to  bank-
ing system  +  foreign  reserve  accumulation  - increase  in vault cash -
increase  in  banking  system  deposits  - increase  in  private  sector  deposits
- currency - borrowing from  ROW.
(4') 0  - lending  to  central  government  +  lending  to  LG  &  parastatals  +  lending
to the  private  sector  +  increase  in  vault  cash  +  increase  in deposits  at
the  central  bank  +  increase  in foreign  reserves  - borrowing  from  central
bank  - increase in demand deposits - increase in quasi-money - borrowing
from  ROW.
For  the  non-financial  private  sector,  the  budget  identity  is given  by (5)  and
(5'):
(5)  private saving  B  private sector  value added +  transfers  from central
government  +  transfers  from  ROW +  workers'  remittances  +  interest  from
central  government  +  interest  from local  government  and parastatals  +
interest  from  ROW  -private  consumption  - direct  taxes  - profit  remittances
to ROW - interest  payments  to central  government  - interest  payments  to
ROW.
(5') Private  saving  - private  investment  +  increase  in  currency  +  increase  in
demand  deposits  + increase  in  quasi-money  + increase  in  deposits  at  central
bank +  lending  to central  government  +  lending  to LG & parastatals  +
foreign  asset  accumulation  - borrowing  from  central  government  - borrowing
from  central  bank  - borrowing  from banking  system  - direct  foreign
investment - borrowing from ROW.- 8 -
Finally,  the  budget  identity  for  the  external  account  is  given  by (6)  and  (6'):
(6)  ROW  saving  E Profit  remittances  to  ROW  +  interest  from  central  government
+ interest  from  LG  & parastatals  +  interest  from  private  sector  - resource
balance  - transfers  from  ROW to central  government  - transfers  from  ROW
to  private  sector  - workers'  remittances  - interest  from  ROW to  pxivate
sector.
(6') ROW  saving  - capital  grants  to  central  government  + direct  foreign  invest-
ment  +  central  government  borrowing  from  ROW  +  LG & parastatal  borrowing
from  ROW  + central  bank  borrowing  from  ROW  + banking  system  borrowing  from
ROW -accumulation  of foreign  reserves  by central  bank  - accumulation  of
foreign  reserves  by banking  system  - accumulation  of foreign  assets  by
private  sector.
Appendix  I presents  the  nomenclature  for identities  (1) - (6').  This
nomenclature  is  used consistently  throughout  the  remainder  of the  paper.  The
identities  as  written  in  Appendix  I also  highlight  the  fact  that,  for  example,
in the  resource  balance  we distinguijh  among  imports  of capital,  intermediate
and  consumption  goods. In  addition,  all  transact'ons  involving  the  rest  of the
world  (ROW)  are  denominated  in  foreign  currency  and  therefore  multiplied  by the
exchange  rate  to  convert  them  into  local  currency  units.
It is  worth  emphasising  that  all  flows  which  are  pure  transfers  (that  is,
all  flows  which  are  not  value  added)  should  cancel  out  among  agents.  Thus  summing
the  current  account  budget  identities  (1),  (2),  (5)  and  (6)  yields  the  identity:
(7)  Central  government  saving  + LG &  parastatal  saving  + private  saving  + ROW
saving  _ Central  government  value  added  + .G &  parastatal  value  added  +
private sector  value added + indirect  taxe- +  subsidies  - central govern-
ment consumption - private consumption - resource balance.
Similarly,  summing  the  capital  account  budget  identities  (1')  to (6')  yields:
(7') central  government  saving  + LG  &  parastatal  saving  +  private  saving  + ROW
saving  _ central  government  investment  +  LG & parastatal  investment  +-9-
private  investment.
Taken  together,  (7)  and (7')  give  the  income-expenditure  identity  for  the  gross
domestic  product.
Another  way  of  presenting  identities  (1)  - (7')  is  in  the  form  of  a summary
flow-of-funds  matrix (see  Matrix 1), adapted  from Easterly  (1989).  Mutual
consistency  amo..g  the budget identities  is then assured by construction.
Briefly,  the  first  set  of rows  and  columns  depict  the  current  sources  and  uses
for the different  accounts.  Thus, line 2 5 of the matrix  depicts  current
sources,  and column 2 current  uses, of funds for the central government.
Treating  saving  as a "use"  ensures  that  the  row  and  column  sums  are  identical.
The second  set of rows and  columns  depicts  capital  sources  and uses for the
different  accounts. Thus,  line  9 shows  capital  sources,  and  column  9  capital
uses,  of funds  for  the  central  government.  Here,  treating  saving  as  a "source"
ensures  the identity  between  the row  and column  sums.  Note that the boctom
right-hand  submatrix  captures  all  changes  in  financial  assets  and  liabilitiec.
Finally,  line  1  and  column  1  of  the  matrix  depict  the  income-expenditure  identity
for  GDP.
To conclude  this  section,  it should  be stressed  once  again  that  the  exact
specification  of  the  budget  identities  presented  in  this  paper  can (and  should)
be  changed  to  reflect  the  case  at  hand.  For  example,  one  may  prefer  to  work  with
(say)  a consolidated  account  for  the  monetary  system.  This  would  involve  adding
identities  (3')  and (4')  to obtain  a single  budget  identity  for  the  monetary
system. Similarly,  one  may  wish  to  implement  a  more  detailed  breakdown  of (say)
5  The  line  should  be read  all  the  way  across  the  matrix;  that  is,  across
the  entire  length  once  the  two  portions  (ldbelled  "current  account"  and  "capital
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tax  revenue  accruing  to  the  government  by  distinguishing  between  wage  and  profits
taxes.  In general,  the preferred  specification  will be guided  by: (i)  data
availability  in  a  given  application;  and  (ii)  the  underlying  analytical  or  policy
questions,  particularly  if  the  construction  of  a  macro  consistency  framework  is
viewed  as a prerequisite  to the  specification  of a behavioral  model  that  would
address  these  questions.
II.2  Macroeconomic  Consistency  in  Real  Terms
We now turn  to the specification  in real  terms  of the  budget  identities
presented  in  the  preceding  section.  A  basic  fact  to  recall  is  that  a  budget  con-
straint  in  real  terms  is  not  linearly  independent  of its  counterpart  in  nominal
terms,  i.e.,  the  former  is  simply  the  latter  divided  by  a  common  deflator. The
deflator  we use  here  is the  GDP  deflator  (P). The  initial  step  is  therefore  to
divide  (or  deflate)  all  the  budget  identities  (that  is,  (1)  - (7'))  by  P. 6 Once
this is  done,  there  are two  further  steps. The  first  step  involves  splitting
up each  expenditure  component  of  GDP,  once  deflated,  into  a real  component  and
a  relative  price  change  component.  The  second  step  involves  splitting  up  nominal
asset  changes,  once  deflated,  into  real  asset  changes  and  capital  gains/losses.
We now  outline  these  steps  in turn.
For the  first  step,  we begin  by deriving  and setting  aside  deflators  for
all  the  individual  expenditure  components  of  GDP. We shall  assume  here  that  six
such  price  deflators  are  avaliable:  a consumption  deflator  (PC),  an investment
deflator  (PIN),  and  (domestic  currency)  deflators  for  exports  (PX),  intermediate
good  imports  (PINT),  consumption  good  imports  (PMC)  and  investment  good  imports
6  We take  the  GDP  identities  as "budget"  identities  also.- 13 -
(PMI). Next,  consider  all the  budget  identities  which  contain  an expenditure
component  of  GDP (i.e.,  a  consumption,  investment,  import  or export  term). For
example,  the  only  expenditure  component  in identity  (1)  is government  consump-
tion. Our  objective  is  to  divide  deflated  government  consumption  into  two  parts.
Begin  by rewriting  identity  (1)  as
(8)  SG  - TRG - CG
Where  TRG  denotes  total  current  revenue  accruing  to  the  central  government.  Now
divide  (8)  through  by  P,  and  consider  the  term  CGIP. This  term  can  be  decomposed
into real  consumption  (that  is,  consumption  expenditure  valued  at unit  base-
period  prices)  and  the  relative  price  change  for  consumption  goods  versus  gross
domestic  product  as follows:
(9)  (Pct  cGt)  /  Pt  =  cGt  +  [(PCt  - Pt)/Pt]  cGt
where cG denotes  real government  consumption,  defined  as current  government
consumption  divided  by  the  consumption  deflator,  and  t  denotes  a  time-subscript.
This decomposition  process can be repeated  for every deflated  expenditure
component  in  the  budget  identities  (1)  - (7').
For  the  second  step,  we focus  on  the  changes  in  financial  assets  and  lia-
bilities. Recall  that  nominal  changes  in financial  assets  or liabilities  are
measured  as  a  difference  in  end  of  period  stocks. The  deflated  nominal  changes
can  be  decomposed  into  real  asset/liability  changes  (that  is,  the  change  in  the
number  of units  of GDP that the asset/liability  stock  can command),  and the- 14 -
capital  losseslgains  that  result  from  inflation  and  nominal  devaluation 6. Con-
sider  for  example  identity  (1'). Once  this  has  been  deflated  by the  GDP
deflator,  the  deflated  change  in  nominal  foreign  debt  of the  central  government
can  be decomposed  as follows:
(10)  Et(BFGt - BFGt-l) /  Pt  - (bfGt  - bfGt_l) + [((t  - et) / (1  + 1t)]
bfGt-l
where  bfGt is  Et(BFGt/Pt)  and  bfGtIl  is  Et_l(BFGt-l/Pt-l)-  tt  denotes  the  rate
of inflation  (proportional  rate  of change  of the  GDP  deflator)  and  et nominal
devaluation  between  periods  t-l  and  t. The  deflated  nominal  asset  change  is  thus
broken  down  into  the  change  in  the  real  foreign  debt  of the  central  government
and  the  capital  gain  that  results  from  a real  appreciation.
An equivalent  procedure  can  be applied  to all the  other  deflated  nominal
asset/liability  changes.  For assets  denominated  in domestic  currency,  the
nominal  devaluation  term  et will of course  be absent. Finally,  all terms  in
identities  (1)  - (7')  which  are  neither  expenditure  components  of  GDP  nor  changes
in financial  assets  are  simply  deflated  by P and  left  as is.
As  an  example,  Table  1  presents  the  budget  identity  in  real  terms  for  the
central  government,  distinguishing  by uses and sources  of funds using the
procedure  outlined  above. Real  expenditure  flows  and  real  financial  asset  and
6 Here we introduce  a significant  simplification  by not distinguishing
between  the period-average  deflator  (considered  here) and the end-of-period
deflator  (not  considered  here). While  the  former  is  the  relevant  for  deflating
flows,  the  latter  is  more relevant  for  er.d-of-period  dated  asset  and  liability
holdings. An explicit  distinction  between  both  deflators  for  asset/liability
holdings  and  its  implication  for  measuring  capital  gains  and  losses  is  drawn  in
Khadr  and  Schmidt-Hebbel  (1989).  section  2.2.Table  11
ZIMBABbE
T-Table  for  Local  Governent  and  Parestatals
Millions  of Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as  X of GOP
S  o  u  r  c  *  a  U  a  *  0
C  u  r  r e n  t  A c  c o  u  n  t
1987  1987  1997  1967
X  %
Non Interest  Non Interest
Value  Added  496.00  5.12  Local  Qovt.A  Parost.Soving  226.00  2.32
Subsidies  froe  Cintral  Govt.  360.00  3.60
Subsidies  from  Control  Govt.  360.00  3.60
Interest  Interest
Int.  paid  to  Central  Covt.  62.00  0.64
Int.  paid  to  PR  137.00  1.41
Int.  paid  to  ROW  73.00  0.76
Total  CA LO A Per.  Sources  496.00  6.12  Total  CA LO A Paer.  Uses  498.00  5.12
Cap  ita  I  Account
1967  1987  1987  1987
i  U
Invoestmnt/Saving  Investmnt/Saving
Saving  226.00  2.32  Investment  663.00  6.72
Asset  Changes  Asset  Changes
Capital  transfers  from  CO  319.00  3.28
Borrowing  from  PR  61.00  0.52
Borrowing  from  ROW  -111  -1.14
Borrowing  from  bS  90.00  0.93
Borrowing  from  Central  Bank  78.00  0.80
Total  LO A Par.  Sources  653.00  6.72  Total  LO A Par.  Uses  663.00  6.72
(2)  Spa a  PEFY-OSUB.+SUB-i7.GKPE-I  .E.BFpe-iS.Bpe
(2  )  Ipp  a  Spe.dOKPEdBpe.E.dBFpeodCBSpedOCpe
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ZIMBABWE
T-Table for  Central  Bank
millions  of  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as  X of  GOP
S  o  u  r  c  *  0  U  a 
C a  p I  t  a  I  A o  a  a  u n  e
1967  1917  19187  1987
%  X
Asset  Changes  Asset Change.
Increase  In  vault  cash  -7.00  -0.07  Lending  to  Govt.  215.00  2.21
Incresoo  in  OS deposlts  78.00  0.80  Lending to  8S  83.00  0.86
Incresso  in  Currency  10.00  0.10  Lending to  PR  -125.00  -1.29
Incroese  In  PR  deposits  249.00  2.66  Lending to  LO  A Par.  78.00  0.80
Forelgn  borrowing  -26.00  -0.27  Accumulation of  net  reserves  63.00  0.65
Total  CO  Source.  804.00  3.13  Total  CB  Uses  304.00  3.13
(3')  dDCg.dDCbs-dDCprE.  dRcb.dDCp-  a dHbc-dDBBScbdHpr*BPRcb+E.dNfBcb
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ZZMASWE
T-Tabie for  Banking  System
Millions  of  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and as % of GOP
S  a  u  r  c  *  *  U  *  *  0
C a p It a  I  A c  co  u nt
1987  1987  1987  1987
%  %
Asset  Changes  Asset  Changeo
Borrowing  from  CS  83.00  0.86  Lending  to  Govt.  -22.00  -0.23
Increase  in  Demand  Deposits  86.00  0.87  Accumulation  of  Vault  Cash  -7.00  -0.07
Increase  in  Quasi-Money  313.00  3.22  Accumulation  of  deposits  at CB  78.00  0.80
Borrowing  from  ROW  0.00  0.00  Lending  to  Private  Sector  334.00  3.43
Accum.  of not  foreign  roserves  8.00  0.08
Lending  to  LG A Par.  90.00  0.93
Total  ES Sources  481.00  4.96  Total  BS Us-  481.00  4.96
(4')  dCSSg.dHbeodDBSScb.dCBSpr4E  dRbe.dCSSpe  a  dOCbs+dDEPpr*dqMON+E.dNFBbs
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ZIM3ABWE
T-Table  for  tho  Mon-Financial  Private  Sector
Millions  of Zimbabwe  dollars,  and aW X of CDP
S o  u  r  c  *  a  U *e
Cu  r  r  *  n  t  A c  c o  u  n  t
1987  1987  1967  1987
U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Non  Interost  Non Interest
Factor  income  8060.00  82.87  Consumption  of  PR  5568.00  67.16
Transfers from Covt.  631.00  6.46  Direct  Taxes  1607.00  16.60
Net transfers  from  abroad  -42.00  -0.43  Profit  remittancoo  to  ROW  98.00  1.01
Workers'  remittances  6.00  0.06  Saving* of  PR  1932.00 19.87
Interest  Interest
Interest  rec'd.  from  Govt.  361.00  3.81  Interest  paid  to  Govt.  0.00.  0.00
Interest  on foreign  assets  55.00  0.67  Interest  paid to  ROW  0.00  0.00
Interest  r.c'd.  fr.LG  A Par.  137.00  1.41
Total  CA  Priv.  Sources  9095.00 93.63  Total  CA  Priv.  Usoo  9095.00 93.53
c ap  i  t  al  A c  c o u  n  t
197  1987  1987  1987
X  X
Investmnt/SavIng  Investment/Saying
Savings  of  PR  1932.00  19.87  Private  Investment  791.00  8.13
Asset  Changes  Asoet  Changes
Borrowing  from  Govt.  12.00  0.12  Lending  to  Govt.  613.00  6.30
Borrowing  from  CO  -126.00 -1.29  Accumulation  of  Currency  10.00  0.10
Borrowing  from  8S  334.00  3.43  Deposits  at  CB  249.00  2.56
Direct  foreign  investment  -40.00  -0.41  Demand  deposits  with  BS  86.00  0.87
Borrowing  from  ROW  -1.00  -0.01  Savings  deposits  with  BS  313.00  3.22
Accumulation  of  Foreign  Assets  0.00  0.00
Lending  to  LO  A Par.  61.00  0.62
Total  PrIv.  Sources  2112.00 21.72  Total  Priv.  Uses  2112.00 21.72
(5)  Spr  =  PRFY.GTR.i3.8g."ENTRPR.E.UREIhi.E.Rpr.l8.Bpe-Cpr-0.GCKTR
-TDpr-r.E.DFI-i.E.BFpr
(6')  dBg.dHpr.dD9PRcb.dCEPpr.dQMON.E.dRpr.IprdBpe  *  Spr*dGKTR-dDCpr
*dCBSpr.E.dDFI+o.dlFpr
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ZIMBABWE
t-Table  for  The  Ront  of  tho  World  (ROW)
MUilions  of  Zimbabwo  dollars,  and  as  %  of  CDP
S  o  u  r  c  *  a  U *  *  8
C  u  r  r  *  n  t  A c  c  o  u  n  t
1987  1987  1967  1987
Non Interest  No" Interost
Pay. for  Govt.Consump.Imports  277.00  2.86  Payments  for  Exports  2681.00  27.57
Profit  remittances  9.00  1.01  Not  Transfers  to  Govt.  0.00  0.00
Pay. for  PR  Consump.  Imports  760.00  7.82  Net  tronsfors  to  PR  -42.00  -0.43
Paym.  for  inte  rAdiste  Imports 668.00  6.87  Workers'  remittances  6.00  0.05
Paym.for  Govt.  Investe.Importe  127.00  1.31  Savings  of  ROW  39.00  0.40
Paym.for  PR  Investment  Imports 260.00  2.88
Paym.for  LO  A Por.Investm.Imp.  229.00  2.36
Interest
Interest  --------
--------  Interest  on  not  PR roservos 65.00  0.57
Interest  rec'd.  from Govt.  226.00  2.32
Interest  rec'd.  from  PR  0.00  0.00
Interest  rec'd.  fr.  LG  A Par.  73.00  0.76
Total  CA  ROW  Sources  2738.00 28.18  Total  CA  ROW  Uses  2738.00  26.18
C a  p  I  t  xI  A c  c  ou n  t
1987  197  1967  1987
Investment/Saving  Invostment/Saving
Saving  o.  ROW  39.00  0.40
Asset  Changes  Asset  Changeo
Increass  in  CU  net-reserves  53.00  0.65  Inc.  in  Govt.  for.borrowing  158.00  1.82
Increase  in  US  not  reserves  8.00  0.08  Inc.  in  CB  for.  borrowing  -26:00  -0.27
Increase  in  PR not  reserves  0.00  0.00  Inc.  in  OS for.  borrowing  0.00  0.00
Inc.  in  PR for,  roserves  -1.00  -0.01
Inc.  in  LO A Par,  borrowing  -111.00  -1.14
Direct  Foreign  Investment  -40.00  -0.41
Capital  Grants  from ROW  120.00  1.23
Total  ROW  Sources  100.00  1.03  Total  ROW  Uses  100.00  1.03
(6)  Sf  * I  .E.Fggi.E.8Fp-eE.Mg-r.E.DFIi  .E.8Fpr-E.Mpr-E.MINT.E.Igm
.E  IpmnE.  Ie-E.XGNFS-E.NTROO-E.NTRPR-E.WREM-i  .E.Rpr
(6')  E.d8Fg.E.  dNFcb-E. dNFObs-E.dUFprE.dDFISE  .dBFp--E dKTO  a Sf*E.dRcb
*E.dRbc-E.dRpr
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ZILABlE
T-Tablo  for  the  National  Accounts
Millions  of Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as  X  of GOP
S  o  u r  ce. 8  Us e s
C u r r  e n  t  A c c  o  u n t
1987  1987  1967  1987
X  X
Control  Govt.  Consumption  2031.00  20.89  Government  Value  Added  152.00  1.56
Private  Consumption  6668.00  67.16  PR Value  Added  8056.00  82.87
Central  Govt.  Investment  351.00  3.61  LO A Par.  Value  Added  498.00  6.12
Private  Investment  791.00  8.13  Indirect  Taxes  1366.00  14.06
LG A Par. Investment  663.00  6.72  Loss:
Exports  of GNFS  2681.00  27.57  Subsidies  350.00  3.60
Less
Central  Govt.Consumption  277.00  2.86
Priv.  Consumption  Imports  760.00  7.02
Central  Covt.Invest.Importa  127.00  1.31
Priv.  Investment  Imports  280.00  2.88
LO & Par. Invest.  Imports  229.00  2.36
Intermediate  goods  Imports  668.00  6.67
Total  NA Sources  9724.00  100.00  Total  NA Use  9724.00  100.00
(7)  GOP  *  Cg+Cpr-Ig-Ipr-Ip.E.  (XGNFS-Mig-Mpr-Ig-Ip_-Ie_  -IfNT)
(7')  GOP  *  CFY.PRFY.PEFY*TI-GSU8
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owo  WWN'3li  0  XIUIVW'i  dMZI00M  II  uou*ittal  19slt9ti  lita
moo Fin.  Eaternal  In.eatment  Total  Surce"
Pri-Seat.  Sector
Ipr  640.00  G  OP
-E.lpa  165.I"  :Suto  1  714.00  4433.00
Gross  Covernment  Income
1068.00
Ora"C  LCA  £  ParetAt.  Income
106.00
Cros  Pit  Incoa
4265.00
:  :  C~~~~ros  ROlf Incom
E.lp  I65.00  :Tot.Int.lep  312.00  1614.00
e  ina  ae-in  e  :  ~~  :  aim  -e
E.KTO  16.00  :orroeine  *  Sewing of  Got.
ta  dog  155.00 E.dOFg  116.00  216.00
OD  -------  -------------------  ---------  ------------  --------- __:  ----------------------------
:orros  ing  *  Se.,  of  LO £ Par.
dope  161.00  E.dfFp  123.00  351.00
"r  41.00  :orro-ing  *  Sawing  oaf C
SNRAc  -79.00  E.NOckb  124.00  120.00
WDEPr  32.00  :orroring  *  Sawing  f  IS
dam  131.00 E.SNB  0.00  167.00
E.4Fpr  57.00:  Borrowing  *  Sawing of  PA
E.SP;  -14.00  1001.00
:orro  ing  *  Sawing of  ROW
E.Apr  0.00  :  403.00
Total  Saving
102s.00
Asset  ALat  :TotIl
Acorn.  1001.00  Acccs.  406.00  a Invoetesnt  1026.00
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liability  holdings  are denoted  by lower  case letters.  In addition  to tne
interest  and  non-interest  sources  and  uses  of the  current  account  (defined  in
equation  (1),  there  now  appears  a relative  price  change  term  for  each  aggregate
demand  component.  In  the  capital  account,  there  is  an  additional  relative  price
change  term  for  investment  (as  compared  to  equation  (1')). The  capital  account
also introduces  the capital gain and loss terms attributable  to domestic
inflation  and  nominal  exchange  rate  devaluation. 7
Again,  the six sectors'  budget  identities  (exemplified  for the central
government  in Table 1) can be succinctly  presented  in the form  of a summary
matrix  (see  Matrix  II).  Matrix  II is  the *real  terms"  counterpart  of  Matrix  I,
and  depicts  explicitly  the  relative  price  loss  items  and  the  capital  gain/loss
items.  For  example,  line  1 8 of  Matrix  I, when divided  through  by P, can  be
decomposed  into  lines  1  and  2 of  Matrix  II  using  the  procedure  described  above.
Line  1 of  Matrix  II thus  shows  the  GDP-expenditure  identity  in real  or  quantum
terms  (that  is,  in  terms  of  quantities  valued  at  unit  base-period  prices).  Line
2 shows  the sum  of the relative  price  loss terms,  which  must sum to zero  to
ensure  that  the  GDP-expenditure  identity  holds  in  both  nominal  and  quantum  terms.
The bottom right-hand  submatrix  in Matrix II likewise  splits  deflated
nominal  changes  in financial  assets  into  real  changes  (the  number  of units  of
GDP  a  unit  of  the  asset  can  command  at the  end  of  this  year  versus  what it  could
command  at the  end  of last  year)  and  capital  gains  or losses.
7  Tables 1-6 in Khadr and Schmidt-Hebbel  (1989)  present the budget
identities  of the six sectors. As mentioned  above,  the  only methodological
difference  between  those  tables  and Table  1 of this  paper  is the distinction
between  average-period  and end-of-period  deflators  in the capital  gains and
losses  terms  of the  former  paper.
8  Again,  the  line  should  be read  all  the  way  across  when  the  two  portions
of the  matrix  are  put side  by side.- 16  -
TABLE 1
SOURCES AND USES  OF  FUNDS:  CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
(In  real  terms)
ACCOUNTS  SOURCES  USES
1.  Current  Account
1.1 Non-Interest  GFYt/Pt  cGt
TIt/Pt  GTRt/Pt
(Et/Pt  )  NTRGOt  GSUBt/Pt
1.2 Interest  iGt GKTR  t/Pt  i3t BGt- /Pt
i7t GKPL  t1/Pt  (EtPi)  it BFGt_1
1.3 Consumption Relative  [(PCt  - P/Pt  CGt
Price Change
2.  Capital Account
2.1 Investment  in
Gt
2.2 Investment Relative  [(P  - Pt/P]  inGt
Price Change
2.3 Capital Grants  'Et/Pt)  KTGt
2.4 Real Financial Wealth  dcGt - dcGt-1  gktrt  gktrt1
Changes
cbsGt  - CbsGt-l  gkplt  -gkplt1
bGt  bGt  1
bfGt  -bfGt-1
2.5 Real Financial Wealth  [rt/  (1  +  J  +t)]  (dcGt-1+  [ft/(i  + it)
Gains and Losses
+  cbs Gt-1 + bGt-1 + bfGtl)  (gktr  t 1 +  gkpl t ]
[(fGt  - t3/1 + rt)]  bf-  tlGItTRIX 11:  REAL  MACROECONOMIC  A0  FD4CIN  L  6-sEclm  EMY
Public
E.tarprrnae  Non-Financisl
National  Contral  and Local  Contral  Banking  Private  i  £sternal
Accounts  Government  Covernenzt  Bank  sy(bt.  Sector  Sector
(C)  (P1.)  (CO)(S)  (PR)  (F)
National  Accounts  Co-  =- 0 P)/P-  C  PR  me  gnfe'-  mi  nt
CA 0 (PC - PRP  pC  P)/P  ap f  (Pi  -t)/P
- rA  (Pmc  - P)/P  - eCPR~  (PpxC  - P)/P  .intpR  (r-NTy  - P)/P
Contral  Covernment  (CFY * T1)/P  i,  RK/P
P.  E.  and L.  0.  (PLFY  *  CSU)/P  - CSQ"/P
Central  bank
Banking Srytee
Mon-Financial  CTR/P  EP?  NIRFR
Private  Sector  E/,
PRFi/P  i3  Bc/P  'a  bRRP
External  Sector  (EJP)  i*  WFO  (E/P)  iO BFpL  (E/P)  rr FK
FE/P)  'P* BFpR  MintpR
ec  (PMC-l,/P  PRPR(P#C-P)/P  mintPR(PMINT-P)/P
SAYDPO  A ~BaOD4O  I-J
Central  Covernent  so
Public  Enterprisee
and
Local  Covernment  ePL
Central  ank  C  0
Banking Synt_  0
Non-Financial
Private  Sector  am
External  Sector  F
Total  Saving  sa  aPL  so  Om  I  0PR  4e
Totsl  Use  y  Total  UI ea  Totsl  Uno  T.  Use  *  0  T.  Useo a 0  Total  Use  Total  UIeeNATRDt 1I  NlINAL  W  OMW  ND FINANCIAL  FLOWS  FOR A  6-SECTOR ECONOMY
Public
Enterpriae  Non-Financial
Central  and Locol  Control  Banking  Private  E.tornal
Oovernment  Covernment  Bank  Syate  Sector  Sector  Invertsmnt  Total Sources
National  Accounts  in 0 - ai 0 inpL  - ni  !npR  *pR
anC  (PI  _ P/P  _niA(P 1 -P/P  inPR (PR  I -P  /P  0
-- 'C(HIl  - P)/P  -NOPL(II  - P)/P  *i  tqCjl  _  P)/P  Subtot.  ow.
Central  Covernment  Cross Income
P. E. end L. 0.  Craa  PL  Incose
Central bank  Cross Cb  Income  - 0
blnbing  System  Croee  is  Incom  *  0
Non-Financial
Private  Soctor  Cross  PR Incose
External  Sector  :i  *iPL  *iPR  Cross  F  Inco-n
iO(PMII  - P)/P  *iPL  (P"  ,  P)/P  ;PR  (PHI  - P)/P  lIport  Inv.
SAVINGS *  bWINC
Central  Government  ddc0 dcbeG  d60 (E/P)KTC  dRL  C.  Bor. 
/0  ,)  dc0 i/l  .)  icb,  c  ./Cl  . f)bc  dbgfc  (  !-e)/  CLL  . Saving
(I  ffb'
Public  Enterprias  dgkpl  ddcpL  dcbepL  dbpL  dbfpL  CLL  P*  Bor.
and  CLL.  *  Saving
Local  Covern_nt  lr/(1  i  W)  9/(dIt  I)  *  cbepL  3/(1  *  i)  bpL  (i-e)bfpL
Central  Bank  dnfbcd  dRL  CS bor.
ddR  CB  ff  dd  (d-e)nfbCn  CLL  *  E'vino
Sanhing  System  ddcsI  dd*ppR  */(1  *  i)
dn  b
Non-Financial  dgktr  ddcpR  dcbpR  dbfPR  ti-tbfpR  dRL  PR Bor.
Private  Sector  9/(l  *  )  i  dcPR  u cbsPR  dfk  i_  -)fk  CLL  *  Saving
drcS  drgs  drpR  iSR  F  Bor.
External  Sector  (V-4)rc  (ff-C)rBiS  rpR  CL  *  Sawing
Total  Savingp  Totel
dRA  CLA  dRA  CLA  dRA  CA  dRA  CLA  dNA  CLA  dRA  CLA
Total  Us  Asset  Accum  Amet  Accum.  Asset  Accus.  Asst  Accu-.  Asset  Accus.  Asset  Accus.  Tot  l  Investment- 19  -
11.3  Balance  Sheets  and  Net  Wealth  Definitions
This section  briefly  introduces  the stock  ba,ance  sheets  and the  corre-
sponding  definitions  of net wealth  for each sector. Table 2 introduces  the
balance  sheet  for the central  government,  consistent  with the corresponding
budget  constraint  in real  terms  of  Table  1.  It defines  government  real  wealth
as the  sum  of financial  wealth  (fw)  and  non-financial  wealth. 9 In all  but  the
private  sector,  non-financial  wealth  consists  of non-human  wealth  (nhw)  or the
valued  capital  stock.  For the private  sector,  a second  component  of non-
financial  wealth  is  human  wealth  (hw).
Naturally  all  financial  and  physical  capital  variables  which  comprise  net
wealth  should  be consistent  with the  corresponding  flows  and stocks  appearing
in  the  flow  real  budget  constraints  of  Tables  1  - 6. One  difference  which  stems
from  the  fact  that  balance  sheets  are  by definition  on an  accrual  basis  is  that
the  real  cash flows  of the flow  budget  constraints  adjust  the  changes  in real
wealth  components  by the  corresponding  capital  gains  and  losses.
9  This Table is identical  to Table  7 in Khadr  and Schmidt-Hebbel  (1989).
The  balance  sheets  for  the remaining  five  sectors  are in Tables  8-12 of that
paper.- 20  -
TABLE 2
BALANCE SHEET:  CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
(In  real terms, at end of period)
WEALTH COMPONENTS  ASSETS  LIABILITIES
1.  Financial  Wealth




2. Non-Financial  Wealth
2.1 Non-Human Wealth
(nh,w(t  )  (P KGt  ipt)KGt
3.  Net Wealth
nWGt- 21 -
III. APPLICATION  TO ZIMBABWE
This  section  presents  an  application  of the  methodological  framework  out-
lined  in the  preceding  section  for  Zimbabwe  for  the  years  1981  and  1987.  The
year  1987  was  chosen  in  order  to  construct  the  most  recent  snapshot  of resource
transfers  in the  Zimbabwean  economy  permitted  by data  availability.  1981  was
chosen as  a  comparison  year because, as explained below, it exhibits a
significantly  different  pattern of resource  transfers  among the different
accounts  in the  economy.
Subsection  III.1  outlines  the  consistency  framework  in  nominal  (that  is,
current  ZS)  terms  for  1981  and  1987. Subsection  III  2  outlines  the  consistency
framework  in  real (1980  Z$)  terms. As explained  in.  the  preceding  section,  the
the  methodology  employed  here  permits  (i)  a  split  of  deflated  nominal  expenditure
components  into  quantity  changes  and  relative  price  gains/losses,  using  deflators
for  the  different  components  of the  national  accounts;  and  (ii)  a  decomposition
of  deflated  nominal  asset/liability  changes  into  differences  in  real  stocks  and
capital  gains/losses  on these  asset/liability  stocks.
Subsection  III.3  presents  briefly  firnancial  wealth  stocks  for  the  different
accounts  in the  economy  for  the  years  1980  and  1986.  Notes  and  references  on
data  sources  appear  in  Appendix  II  at the  end  of the  paper.
III.1  Macroeconomic  and financial  flows  in  nominal  terms  for  1981  and  1987
Tables  3  - 9  depict,  in  IT-tabular  form,  the  items  in  the  nominal  budget
constraints  for  the  different  accounts  for  1981. Tables  10  - 16  present  the  same
information  for  1987. Each  set  of 7  tables  comprises  the  six  sectors'  T-tables
and  a table  for  the  national  accounts,  which  is  a residual  account  once  the  six
sectors'  budget  identities  are  satisfied.  Table  3  for  instance,  shows  the  items- 22  -
in identities  (1)  and (1')  for  1981.  Current  account  sources  (uses)  in Table
3  appear  in  identity  (1)  with  a  positive  (negative)  sign.  Capital  account  sources
(uses)  in  Table  13  appear  in  identity  (1')  with  a  negative  (positive)  sign. For
convenience,  central  government  saving  appears  as  a "use*  above  the  line  and  a
*source'  below  the  line.
Analytical  insights  are  more  easily  drawn  from  the  summary  matrices.  Matrix
III  summarizes  the  matrix  of 1981  macroeconomic  and  financial  flows  in  absolute
(that  is,  current  Z$)  terms. Matrix  IV  presents  the  same  information  in terms
of percentages  of (nominal)  GDP.  Matrix  V and  Matrix  VI are  the  counterparts
of  Matrix  III  and  Matrix  IV for  1987.
In  comparing  the  structure  of  nominal  flows  Across  the  two  years,  the  most
striking  difference  appears  in  the  way  that  the  excess  of investment  in  the  cen-
tral  government  account  and  the  local  government  and  parastatals  account  over
their  respective  savings  is "absorbed,  by an  excess  of  private  saving  over  pri-
vate investment  on the  one  hand  versus  forcign  saving  (i.e.,  a current  account
deficit)  on the  other.
In 1981, the excess  of central  government  investment  over its saving
amounted  to 6.36  percent  of GDP.  For  LG & parastatals,  the  excess  amounted  to
6.95  percent. The  corresponding  resource  transfers  were  an excess  of private
saving  over  private  investment  (1.4  percent)  and  a current  account  deficit  in
the  balance  of payments  (11.91  percent). In 1987,  the  picture  is considerably
different.  The  excess  of  government  investment  over  saving  (7.74  percent  of  GDP)
and the excess  of LG & parastatal  saving  over investment  (4.4  percent)  are
balanced  by a much more substantial  excess  of private  saving  over investment
(11.74  percent)  and  a negligible  current  accoi-nt  deficit  (0.4  percent).Table  3
ZIMBABWE
T-Toble  for the  Non Financial  Public  Sector  (Government)
Millions  of  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as  X  of  GDP
S  o  u  *  e  *  *  U  a  *  8
C  u r  r  *  n  t  A e  c  o u  n  t
1961  1981  1981  1981
U  U
Non Interest  Non Interest
Government  Volue  Added  s3.00  1.20  Government  Consumption  684.00  15.43
Indirect  Taxes  416.00  10.29  Govt.  Transfero  to  PR  288.00  6.50
Direct  Taxes  from  PR  136.00  12.14  Govornment  Saving  -147.00  -3.82
Transfers  to  Govt.  fr.Abr.  0.00  0.00  Subsidies  122.00  2.76
Interest  Interest
Interest  rec'd.  from PR  0.00  0.00  Interest  Paymnta to  ROW  113.00  2.65
Interest  rec'd.fr.  LOPar.  21.00  0.47  Interest  Payments  to  PR  8.00  0.18
Total  CA Cov. Sources  1068.00  24.09  Total  CA  Gov. Uses  1068.00  24.09
Cap  i  ta  I  Ac  c o  u  n  t
1961  19s1  1981  1961
U  U
Investment/Saving  Invostment/Saving
Government  Saving  -147.00  -8.32  Investment  of  Govt.  136.00  3.05
Asset  Changes  Asset  Changes
Borrowing  from  CB  75.00  1.69  Inc.Tn  direct  lending  to PR  3.00  0.07
Borrowing  from  8S  0.00  0.00  Inc.  In  lending  to  LC A  Par  78.00  1.76
Borrowing  from  PR  165.00  3.50
Borrowing  from  ROW  118.00  2.66
Capital  Grant.  from  ROW  15.00  0.34
Total  Gov.  Sources  216.00  4.e7  Total  Gov.  Uses  216.00  4.87
Note:  Lower  case  d  denotes  a  first  difference.
(1)  SguOFY.TI-GSU8TDpr.E.NTRGO.i  GKTR.17  .GKPE-Cg-i3  .8g-GTR-Ei  .8Fg
(1')  Ig.dGKTR+dGKPEuSg.dCg.dCDSgd9g+E.dPg.+E.  dKTG
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T-Table  for  Local  Gov-rnment  and  Parastatela
Millions  otf  Zmbwbe dollars,  and  as X of GOP
So  u  r ce  U asa
C u r  r  * n  t  A c  c o u n  t
1961  1001  1961  1991
X  X
Non Interest  Non Intereost
Value  Added  106.00  2.44  Local  CoW4.4 Parset.Seving 43.00  0.97
Subsidies  from  Central  Govt.  122.00  2.75
Less
Subsidies  from  Central  Govt.  122.00  2.75
Interest  Interest
Int.  paid  to Centrol  Govt.  21.00  0.47
nt. paid  to PR  42.00  0.95
Int.  paid  to ROW  2.00  0.05
Total  CA LO A Par.  Sources  100.00  2.44  Total  CA LO A Par.  Use  106.00  2.44
C a p  i t  a l  A c  c o u  n t
1981  1901  1961  1981
X  X
Investment/Saving  Investe-nt/Saving
Saving  43.00  0.97  Investment  351.00  7.92
Asset  Change  Asset  Changes
Capital  transfers  from  CO  76.00  1.76
Borrowing  from  PR  161.00  4.08
Borrowing  from  ROW  123.00  2.77
Borrowing  from  aS  -160  -3.61
Borrowing  from  Central  Bank  66.00  1.94
Total  LC A Par.  Sources  351.00  7.92  Total  LO A  Per.  Uses  351.00  7.92
(2)  Spi  s  PEFY-CSUS+.SUB-17.WlE-i  .E.BFpe-1.Bpe
(2')  Ipe  Spa dGpP.EdlpedE.8Fpp  dC8Spe  .Cpe
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ZIMBABWE
T-Tabl,  for  Central  Bank
Millions  of  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and s  X  of  CDP
S  o  u  r  c  *  *  U  9  *  a
C  a p i  t a  I  A c  a  o  u  n  t
1061  1961  1961  1961
X  x
Asset  Changes  Asset  Changes
Increase  In  vault  cash  3.00  0.07  Lending  to  Govt.  75.00  1.69
Increso  in  8S  deposits  11.00  0.70  Lending  to  8S  4.00  0.09
Increase  in  Currency  41.00  0.92  Londing  to  PR  75.00  1.69
Increase  in  PR  deposit.  -79.00  -1.76  Lending to  LOG Par.  86.00  1.94
Foreign  borrowing  124.00  2.80  Accumulation  of  net  reserves  -120.00  -2.71
Total  CB Sources  120.00  2.71  Total  CB Usoe  120.00  2.71
- (3')  dDCg*4Cbe+d&Cpr*E.dRcb+dOCpo  a  dHbeO.4BScb.d4pr.dD3PRcb.E.dNFPcb
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ZIMSASW
T-Table for  Banking  Systm
Miillione  of  Zimbabwe  dollare,  and  as  X of  GOP
S  o  u  r  c  a s  U a  *  e
C a  p Itl  A  c c  o u n t
1961  1931  1931  1961
U  U
Asset  Chang"  Asoot Changes
Borrowing  from CS  4.00  0.09  Landing to  Govt.  0.00  0.00
Increase  in  Demand  Deposits  32.00  0.72  Accumulation of  Vault  Cash  3.00  0.07
Increase  in  Quasi-Money  131.00  2.96  Accumulation of  deposits  at  CS  31.00  0,70
Borrowing  from  ROW  0.00  0.00  Lending to  Private  Sector  293.00  6.72
Accum. of  not  foreign  reseevoo  -6.00  -0.11
Lending to  LO  &  Par.  -160.00  -3.61
Total  BS Sources  167.00  3.77  Total  BS Use  167.00  3.77
(4')  dCBSg4bo-dDNBIScb.dCESprnE.dRbe.dCSp.  a dDCbcdDiEPprndQMGONE  .dNFBbs
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ZINBAUWE
T-Table  for the  Non-Finenciel  Private  Sector
Milliono  of Zimbabwe  dollars,  and as  X of CDP
S  o  u  r  c  *  *  U  0  *  a
C u r r  e n t  A  c c o u n  t
1961  1981  1981  t961
X  X
Non Interest  Non Interest
Factor  Income  3938.00  60.63  Conoumptlion  of PR  3048.00  68.71
Transfers  from  Qovt.  236.00  06C0  Direct  Taxes  536.00  12.14
Net  transfers  from  abroad  -92.00 -2.06  Profit  reomittances  to  ROW  79.00  1.78
Workers'  remittencas  81.00  1.68  Savings  of  PR  602.00 18.68
Interest  Interest
Interest  r  e  d.  from  Govt.  6.00  0.18  Interest  poid  to Govt.  0.00  0.00
Interest  on  foreign  oseto  0.00  0.00  Interest  peid  to  ROW  0.00  0.00
Interest  rec'd.  fr.LC  A Par.  42.00  0.95
Total  CA  Priv.  Source.  4266.00 96.21  Total  CA  Prlv.  Uses  4266.00 96.21
C  a p  I t  a  l  A  e  c  o  u  n  t
1961  1981  1961  1961
X  S
Investment/Saving  Investment/Saving
Savings of  PR  602.00  13.5  Private  Investment  540.00  12.18
Asset  Chang"  Asset Changes
Borrowing  from  Govt.  3.00  0.07  Lending  to Govt.  165.00  3.50
Borrowing  from  CO  75.00  1.69  Accumulation  of Curroncy  41.00  0.92
Borrowing  from  8S  296.00  6.72  Depoolts at  CS  -79.00  -1.78
Dir-et  foreign  Investment  -14.00  -0.82  Demand  deposits  with  BS  32.00  0.72
Borrowing  from  ROW  37.00  0.8a  Savings  deposits  with  8S  131.00  2.96
Accumulation  of  Foreign  Assets  0.00  0.00
Lending  to LO A Par.  181.00  4.06
Total  Priv.  Sources  1001.00  22.56  Total  Priv.  Ues  1001.00  22.68
(5)  Spr a  .PRFY.GTR*13.8g.E.NiTRPR.E.WREM+I.E.Rpr.i8.Bpe-Cpr-i6.GKTR
-TDpr-r.E.DFI-i.E.8Fpr
(5t)  dBgidHpr.dOBPRcb.dDEPpr.dQUON.E.dRpr.lpr.dBpe  a Spr*dGKTR.dDCpr
+dCB$pr.E.dDFI".dBFpr
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T-Table  for  The  Rest  of  the  World  (ROW)
Millions  of  Zimbabwe  doilars,  and  as  X of  GDP
So  u  r  c  *  0 
Cu  r  r  n t  A c  c  o u n t
1911  1961  1961  1981
U  U
Non Intire-t  Non  Interest
Paym.  for  Govt.Consump.Imports  118.00  2.M4  Paymnto for  Exports  1097.00  24.76
Profit  rmittances  79.00  1.76  Net  Transfero  to  Oovt.  0.00  0.00
Pay..  for  PR Conxump.  Imports  636.00  12.09  Not transfers  to  PR  -92.00  -2.06
Payn.  for  intermediate  Imports 454.00  10.24  Workers'  remittance.  81.00  1.63
Poyn.for  Govt.  Inveetm.Imports  41.00  0.92  Savings  of  ROW  628.00  11.91
Paym.for PR Investmnt  Imports  165.00  3.72
Paym.for LO  A  Por.4nveste  gp.  106.00  2.39
Interest
Interest
--------  Interest  on not  PR reservoo  0.00  0.00
Interest  rec'd.  from Govt.  113.00  2.65
Interest  rec'd.  from  PR  0.00  0.00
Interest  rec'd.  fr.  LO  A Per.  2.00  0.05
Total  CA  ROW  Sources  1614.00  36.41  Total  CA  ROW  Uses  1614.00  38.41
C a  p i  t  a  I  A c c o u rt t
1981  1981  191  1981
_  x
Inventmnt/SavIng  Investmenit/Svting
Saving of  ROW  528.00  11.91
Asset  Change  Asset  Change.
Increase  in  CB  net  roesrves  -120.00  -2.71  Inc.  in  Govt.  for.borrowing  118.00  2.66
Increase  in  8S net  reserve-  -6.00  -0.11  Inc.  in  CS  for,  borrowing  124.00  2.80
Increase  in  PR net  reserve.  0.00  0.00  Inc.  In 8S for.  borrowing  0.00  0.00
Inc.  In  PR for.  r*oorv-e  37.00  0.83
Inc.  in  LO  A Par,  borrowing  123.00  2.77
Oirect  Foreign  Investment  -14.00  -0.32
Capital  Grants from ROW  16.00  0.34
total  ROW  Sources  403.00  9.09  Total  ROW  Use  403.00  9.09
(6)  Sf  *  I .E.BFgi  .E8FpoE"E.Mg+r.E.DFIi .E.8Fpr.E.Upr.E.MINT-E.Iga
*E.IpmE.I_-E.XCNFS-E.NTRCO-E.NTRPR-E.WREM-I  .ERpr
(6')  E.  dFg-  .dNFBcb'E.dNFBboE.  dBFprE .dOFIE. dIFpeE.dKTCT  a  Sf*E.dRcb
*E.dRbs,E.dRpr
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ZIMBABWE
T-Table  for  the  National  Aceounts
Millions  of  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as X  of  GOP
So  u  rce  U  ses
C u  r re0  n  t  A c  c  o  u  n  t
191t  1961  1961  1961
X  X
Central  Govt.  Consumption 684.00  11.43  Governmnt  Value  Added  53.00  1.20
Privote  Consumption  3040.00  06.71  PR  Value  Added  3938.00  80.83
Contral  Govt.  Inveetmnt  135.00  3.06  LO  &  Par.  Value  Added  108.00  2.44
Private  Inve-tmnt  640.00  12.18  Indirect  Taxos  460.00  10.29
LO  A Per.  Investm_nt  361.00  7.92  Lose:
Exports  of  GNFS  1097.00  24.75  Subsidieo  122.00  2.75
Lese:
Control  Oovt.Consumption  118.00  2.66
Priv.  Consumption  Imports  54.00  12.09
Central  Govt.Inveet.Imports  41.00  0.92
Priv.  Investment  Imports  16S.00  3,72
LO  A Per.  Invest.  Import  106.00  2.89
Intermediat  geods  Imports  464.00  10.24
Total  NA  Source.  4483.00  100.00  Total  NA  Us"  4438.00  100.00
(7)  GOP  *  Cg.Cpr.Ilg.pr.IpeE.(XGNS-Mg-Mpr-Igm-Ipm-lem-MINT)
(7')  GOP  a  OPY.PRFY*PEFY+TI-GMS
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ZIMBABWE
T-Table  for  the  Non Financial  Public  Sector  (Government)
Millions  of  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and so X  of  GOP
S  o  u  r  c  *  a  U  *  *  6
C  u  r  r  e n  t  Ac  co  u  n t
1907  1907  1987  1987
Non Interest  Non Interest
Government  Voluo  Added  162.00  1.56  Governmnt Consumption  2031.00  20.69
Indirect  Txxes  138M.00  14.05  Govt.  Transafer  to  PR  631.D0  6.46
Direct  Taxes from PR  1EIJ7.00  16560  Government  Saving  -402.00  -4.13
Transfers  to  Govt.  fr.Abr.  0.00  0.00  Subsidie-  360.00  3.60
Interest  Interest
Interest  rec'd.  from PR  0.00  0.00  Interest  Payments  to  ROW  226.00  2.32
Interest  rse'd.fr.  LGCP*r.  62.00  0.64  Interest  Poymnts to  PR  351.00  3.61
Total  CA Gov. Source.  3087.00  31.75  Tota'  CA  Gov. Uses  3087.00  31.75
C  a  p I t  a  l  A  c c  o u n  t
1907  1987  1987  1907
U  I
Inveetmnt/Seving  Investment/Saving
Government  Saving  -402.00  -4.13  Investment  of  Govt.  351.00  3.61
Asset  Change  Asset Changes
Borrowing  freo  CB  215.00  2.21  Inc.in  diroct lending  to PR  12.00  0.12
Borrowing  from  SS  -22.00  -0.23  Inc. In lending  to LC & Par  319.00  3.28
Borrowing  from  PR  613.00  6.30
Borrowing  from  ROW  168.00  1.62
Capital  Grant.  from  ROW  120.00  1.23
Total  Gov.  Source.  682.00  7.01  Total  Gov.  Uses  682.00  7.01
Note:  Lower case d denotes a first  difference.
(1)  Sg  GFY+T!-CSUSTDpr4E.NTRGO  Ci.GKTRt7.  GKPE-Cg-i3  .g-OTR-E  .BFg
(1')  Ig.dGKTh+dGKPE=Sg.dDCq.dCBSgdEg+E.dBFg+E.dKTC
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These  figures  reflect  a trend  in  government  policy  since  the  early  1980s
towards  controlling  external  indebtedness  through  the  use of an administered
system  of foreign  exchange  allocation. The latter  has  increasingly  restricted
imports,  particularly  to  the  private  sector. In turn,  the  shortage  of imports
for the private sector  has repressed  investment  expenditure  and generated
'forcedo  saving.  The growing  excess  of private  saving  over investment  has
fostered  an increasing  transfer  of resources  from the private  to the public
sector. This  has  in  turn  allowed  a persistently  large  public  sector  deficit  to
coexist  with a shrinking  current  account  deficit  in  the balance  of payments.
In  addition,  however,  gross  domestic  investment  has  declined  from  23.15  percent
of GDP in 1981 to 18.46  percent  in 1987.  most of  which is  explained  by lower
private  sector  investment. This  decline  in  private  investment  accounts  partly
for  the  paucity  of Zimbabwe's  growth  performance  since  independence.
The  financial  flows  (changes  in  financial  assets  and  liabilities)  associated
with  these  resource  transfers  are  shown  in  the  bottom  right-hand  portion  of the
summary  matrices.  In 1981 (see  Matrix IV), the overall  central  government
borrowing  requirement  was 8.19  percent  of  GDP. Credit  from  the  monetary  system
(1.69  percent)  was relatively  modest,  and  the  bigger  share  came  from  an  increase
in  borrowing  from  the  private  sector  (3.5  percent)  and  an increase  in foreign
borrowing  (2.66  percent).  Aside  from  dissaving  and  investment,  these  borrowings
covered capital transfers  by the central government,  mainly LT  loans to
parastatals  (1.76  percent  of  GDP).
In 1987 (Matrix  VI), the overall  borrowing  requirement  of the central
government  amounted  to 11.14  percent  of  GDP.  The  striking  change  in its  com-
position  vis-a-vis  1981  is  the  much  larger  share  taken  up  by  borrowing  from  the
private  sector  (6.3  percent  of  GDP)  and  smaller  share  by  foreign  borrowing  (1.62_ 46 -
percent).  The  larger  overall  borrowing  requirement  also  reflects  in  part .arger
capital  transfers  to  LG  &  parastatals  (3.28  percent).  In  both  years,  the  limited
reliance  on credit  from the  monetary  system  explains  how inflation  has been
contained  despite  large  government  deficits. 10
For  LG & parastatals,  the  overall  borrowing  requirement  was 6.95  percent
of GDP in 1981.  Substantial  reliance  on foreign  borrowing  (2.77  percent)  and
borrowing  from  the  private  sector  (4.08  percent),  as  well  as LT loans  from  the
central  government,  offset  the reduction  in credit from the  monetary  system
(1.67  percent).  However,  in 1987 the composition  of the overall  borrowing
requirement  (4.4  percent  of  GDP)  was significantly  different. In  par\icular,
there  was a  decrease  in foreign  borrowing  amounting  to  1.;4Z  of GDP. Although
this  was  offset  by  an  increase  in  credit  from  the  monetary  system  (1.73  percent),
the  bulk  of  the  borrowing  requirement  was  provided  by  capital  transfers  from  the
central  government  (3.28  percent).  As indicated  above,  an tiportant  source  of
finance  for  central  government  capital  expenditures  in  1987  was  borrowing  from
the  private  sector.
For  the  central  bank,  a  significant  decline  in  foreign  reserves  (2.71  per-
cent  of  GDP)  and  significant  net foreign  borrowing  (2.8  percent)  served  mainly
to  offset  an expansion  of credit  to the  central  government  (1.69  percent),  to
LG  & parastatals  (1.94  percent)  and  to  the  private  sector  (1.69  percent).  High-
powered  money  grew  by some  1  percent  of  GDP,  and  private  sector  deposits  at the
central  bank  appear  to  have  declined  by  1.78  percent  of  GDP.  Again,  the  prin-
cipal  difference  between  1981  and  1987  arises  in  foreign  asset/liability  changes.
10 The reader  is  referred  to  Chhibber  et  al.  (1989)  for  a recent  study  of
the  inflationary  process  in  Zimbabwe.- 47 -
In  1987,  there  was  an  accumulation  of  foreign  reserves  (0.55  percent  of  GDP)  and
a  modest  decline  in  foreign  borrowing  (0.27  percent).  There  was  also  a signifi-
cant  increase  in  credit  to the  central  government  (2.21  percent). These  flows
were  largely  offset  by  a decline  in  credit  to  the  private  sector  (1.29  percent)
and  an increase  in  private  sector  deposits  at the  central  bank (2.56  percent).
High-powered  money  did  not  grow  appreciably.
For the banking  sector,  a large  increase  in loans  and advances  to  the
private  sector  ((6.72  percent  of  GDP)  was offset  mainly  by a decline  in  credit
to  LG  & parastatals  (3.61  percent)  and  an  increase  in  demand  deposits  (0.72  per-
cent) and espec_'ally  quasi-money  (2.96  percent  of GDP). In 1987, a modest
increase  in  credit  to  parastatals  (0.93  percent  of GDP)  and  a  more significant
increase  in  credit  to  the  private  sector  (3.43  percent)  was  offset  by  a modest
increase  in  demand  deposits  (0.87  percent  of  GDP).  credit  from  the  central  bank
(0.85  percent)  and  an increase  in  quasi-money  (3.22  percent  of  GDP).
In 1981.  private  sector  saving  (13.58  percent  of  GDP)  marginally  exceeded
its investment  (12.18  percent). The private  sector  also  received  some  credit
from the central  bank (1.69  percent  of GDP) and  more substantially  from the
banking  system  (6.72  percent). These  sources  were  used  mainly  to increase  the
private  sector's  holdings  of  public  sector  debt  (7.58  percent  of  GDP)  and  quasi-
money  (2.96  percent). In  1987,  the  excess  of  private  saving  (19.872  of  GDP)  over
investment  (8.13  percent)  was  much  larger,  but  advances  from  the  banking  system
were smaller  (3.43  percent  of  GDP)  and there  was a  decline  in credit  from  the
central  bank  of 1.29  percent  of GDP.  The principal  asset  acquisitions  of the
private  sector  in  1987  were  public  debt  (6.82  percent  of  GDP),  quasi-money  (3.22
percent)  and  deposits  at  the  central  bank (2.56  percent).
Finally,  in  1981  the  large  current  account  deficit  in  the  balance  of  pay-
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ments (11.91  percent  of GDP) was reflected  in  the  significant o:s  in foreign
reserves  by  the  central  bank  (2.71  percent  of  GDP)  and  the  increase  in  external
indebtedness,  mainly  by LG & parastatals  (2.77  percent)  and the  central  bank
(2.8  percent).  This contrasts  sharply  with the situation  in 1987,  when the
negligible  current  account  deficit  (0.4  percent  of GDP), the  modest reserve
accumulation  by the  central  bank (0.55  percent  of  GDP)  and the  decline  in the
foreign indebtedness  of parastatals  (1.14  percent)  were financed  mainly by
international  aid  grants  (1.23  percent)  and  an  increase  in  foreign  borrowing  by
the  central  government.
111.2  Macroeconomic  and financial  flows  in real (1980  ZS) terms  for  1981  and
1987
Tables  17 - 23  present  the 1981  flows  in real  (that  is,  1980  ZS)  terms.
They  are  the  counterparts  of  Tables  3 - 9, for  nominal  flows. Tables  24 - 30,
for  1987,  are  the  counterparts  of  Tables  10  - 16.
The  structure  of  real  flows  in  1987  can  be  compared  with  that  in  1981  using
the  summary  flow-of-funds/social  accounting  matrices.  In  particular,  Matrix  VIII
and  Matrix  X reproduce  Matrix  II  for  1981  and  1987,  respectively,  where  for  each
year  flows  are  expressed  as percentages  of that  year's  real  (1980  ZS)  GDP.
In terms  of the pattern  of resource  transfers,  the inferences  drawn 1'y
comparing  1987  with 1981 in real percentage  of GDP terms are of course no
different  from  those  drawn in the  preceding  subsection,  except  that  deflated
nominal  investment  is  now  be  split  up into  a quantity  change  term  and  a  relative
price  loss  term.  For example,  in 1981  central  government  dissaving  was 3.32
percent  of  GDP  and  investment  3.04  percent. In  quantity  terms,  however,  central
government  investment  amounted  to  3.2  percent  of  GDP. The  0.16  percent  residualTable  17
ZIMBABWE
T-Table  for  the  Non  Financial  Public  Sector  (Government)
Millions  of 1980  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as X ot GOP
S  o  u  r  c  *  *  U  0  *  a
C  u r  r  r  n  t  A e c  o u n t
Rool  Roal  Real  Real
1981  1981  1961  l931
X  %
Non  Interest  Non  Interest
Government  Velue  Added  47.87  1.20  Government  Consumption  622.00  16.53
Indirect  Taxos  413.87  10.29  Covt.  Transfers  to PR  260.13  6.60
Direct  Taxes  from  PR  486.94  12.14  Government  Saving  -132.77  -3.32
Trantfors  to Govt.  fr.Abr.  0.00  0.00  Subaidies  110.19  2.76
Interest  Iftereot
Intorest  recd.  from  PR  0.00  0.00  Interest  Payments  to  ROW  102.06  2.66
Interest  rec'd.fr.  LGAPar. 18.97  0.47  Interest  Payments  to  PR  7.23  0.16
Total  CA Gov.  Sources  964.66  24.09  Total  CA Gov.  Uses  968.84  24.20
Reoltive  Price  Losses  Rolative  Price  Losoue
Government  Consumption  -4.19  -0.10
C a p I  t  a  l  A c c o  u n t
Real  Real  Real  Real
1981  1981  1981  1981
X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1.  Investment/Saving  1.  Inveotment/Saving
Government  Soving  -132.77  -3.32  Investment  of Govt.  126.00  3.12
2.  Relotive  Price  Losses  2.  Rolative  Price  Losses
Investment  of  Govt.  -3.06  -0.08
3.  Real  Asset  Changes  3.  Rool  Asoot  Changes
Borrowing  from  CB  C5.94  1.40  Inc.in  direct  l-nd.to  PR  -72.77  -1.82
Borrowing  from  BS  -41.71  -1.04  Inc.in  l-nd.to  LC & Per.  67.55  1.69
Borrowing  from  PR  55.61  1.39
Borrowing  froo  ROW  95.10  2.39
Capital  Grants  from  ROW  13.55  0.34
Tot.G.Real  Asset  Chg.  179.09  4.47  Totl.Gov.Real  Asset  Chg.  -5.23  -0.13
Total  Gov.  Sources  46.32  1.16  Total  Gov.  Uss  116.71  2.91
4.  Capital  Gains/Losses  4.  Capital  Cains/Losses
Borrowing  from  CS  11.81  0.29  Inc.in  direct lend.to  PR  75.40  1.89
Borrowing  from  BS  41.71  1.04  Inc.ir,  lend.to  LC  4  Par.  2.90  0.07
Borrowing  from  PR  84.39  2.11
Borrowing  from  ROW  10.88  0.27
Capital  Grants  froo  ROW  0.00  0.00
Tot.  O.Cap.Gains  or  Losses  148.78  3.72  Tot.Gv.Cap.Gaine  or  Losses  78.39  1.96
Note:  Lower  case  d  denotes  a  first  difference.
(1)  SgCGFY.TI-GSUB8TDpr-E.NTRGO-iC.GKTR-i7.GKPE-Cg-13.Bg-GTR-i.E.Bfg
(1')  Ig.dGKTR+dGKPE-Sg*dDCg.dCBSg.dBg.E.dBFg.E.dKTG
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ZIMBA8WE
T-Tablo for  Local  Government  and  Paraotatols
4illions  of  1980 Zlmbobwe  dollars,  and  as  % of  GOP
S  o  u  r  a  *  a  U s  a  a
C u r  r  ent  A c c o u n t
Roeal  Roal  Real  Real
l931  1931  1931  1981
N  N
Non Interest  Non Interest
Value  Added  97.66  2.44  Local  Govt.A Parost.Saving  38.84  0.97
Subsidies  from  Central  Govt.  110.19  2.75
Loss
Subsidies  from Central  Govt.  110.19  2.75
Interest  Interest
nt.  paid  to  Centrol  Govt.  18.97  0.47
nt.  paid  to  PR  37.94  0.96
nt.  paid  to  ROW  1.81  0.06
Total  CA  LO  A Par.  Sources  97.55  2.44  Total  CA  LO  A Per.  Uses  97.66  2.44
C a p i  t  a  I  A c c  o  IJ n t
Real  Res  l  Res  l  Res  l
1981  1931  l19s  1981
_  %
1.  Investment/Saving  1.  Investment/Saving
Saving  38.84  0.97  Investent  326.00  8.12
2.  Relative  Prlce  Losses  2.  Relative  Price  Losses
Invetment  -7.97  -0.20
3.  Real Asset  Changes  3.  Real Asost  Changes
Capital  transfer.  from CG  67.56  1.69
Borrowing  from PR  112.68  2.81
Borrowing  from  ROW  106.78  2.72
Borrowing  from  BS  -177.23  -4.48
Borrowing  fr.Central  Bank  72.94  1.32
Tot.LG Real  Asset  Change  184.70  4.61
Total  LG A Per.  Sources  2238.4  6.68  Total  LO  A Par.  Use  317.03  7.92
4.  Capital  Gains/Losses  4.  Capital  Gains/Loose
Capital  transfers  from  CO  2.90  0.07
Borrowing from  PR  60.81  1.27
Borrowing  from  ROW  2.33  0.06
Borrowing  from  BS  32.71  0.82
Borrowing  fr.Central  Bank  4.74  0.12
Total  LG  Cap.Gnins or  Losses  98.49  2.34
(2)  Spe - PEPY-OSU8.GSUB-i7.GKPE-I  .E.BFpe-i8.Spo
(2')  lpe  a Spe.dGKPE.dpeE.dBFpedCBSpe.dDCpe
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ZIMSABWS
T-Table  for  Central  Bank
Millions  of  1980 Zimbabwe  dollars.  and  as  X of  CDP
S  o  4  r  c  * a  U *  *  e
C a p I  t  I  l  A ccou  nt
Real  Roal  Real  Real
lo9  1981  1981  1981
X  I
Rool Aseot Changes  Roal Asset  Changeo
Increase  In  voult  cash  -0.39  -0.01  Lending to  Covt..  5.94  1.40
Increase  in  8S deposits  22.97  0.57  Lending to  8S  -9.08  -0.23
Increase  In  Currency  21.84  0.65  Lending to  PR  67.74  1.69
Increase  In  PR  deposits  -74.65 -1.86  Lending to  LO a Par.  72.94  1.82
Foreign  borrowing  107.65  2.89  Accun. of  not  reserves  -112.03  -2.80
Total  CO  Asoot Changes  77.42  1.93  Total  CB R Asset  Changes  76.62  1.89
Capital  Cains/Losses  Capital  Cains/Losooo
Ineroase  in  vault  cash  3.10  0.08  Lending to  Qavt.  11.81  0.29
Incroeso  In  8S deposits  5.03  0.13  Lending to  SS  12.86  0.32
Incroeo-  In  Currency  16.19  0.38  Lending to  PR  0.00  0.00
Increse-  in  PR  deposits  3.29  0.08  Lending to  LO & Per.  4.74  0.12
Foreign  borrowing  4.35  0.11  Accum. of  net  reserves  3.64  0.09
To1t.C Cap.GOlne  or  Loose  30.96  0.77  Tot.C Cap. Cains or  Looose  32.87  0.82
Total  CS  Soure.  10.809  2.71  Total  CS  Uses  106.39  2.71
(3')  dDCg.dDCbs.DCpr*E.dRcbdDCpe  a  dHbs.dDSBScb.dHpr.dDSPRcb.E.dNFBcb
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ZIMBABWE
T-Toble  for  Banking  System
Millions  of 1980  ZImbobwo dollars,  and as  X of GOP
S  o  u  r c e s  Usea
C  a  p I  t  a  I  A c  c o u n  t
Real  Real  Roal  Rool
1981  1961  1981  1981
U  I
Reel  Asset  Changes  Real  Assot  Changes
Borrowing  from  CO  -9.06 -0.23  Lending  to Covt.  -41.71 .1.04
Inc. In  Demand  Doposito  -16.00 -0.40  Accumulation  of Vault  Cash  -0.39  -0.01
Increase  in  Quasi-Woney  67.16  1.43  Accum.  of deposits  at CB  22.97  0.67
Borrowing  from  ROW  -2.70  -0.07  Lending  to Private  Soctor  225.03  5.62
Accuw.of  not  forgn.  reserves  -6.07  -0.13
Lending  to LG  A Per.  -177.23 -4.43
Total  8S Asset  Changes  29.40  0.73  Total  8S R Asset  Changes  23.61  0.69
Capital  Gains/Looses  Capit  l  Gains/Losses
Borrowing  from  CS  12.66  0.32  Lending  to Govt.  41.71  1.04
Inc. In  Demand  Deposits  44.90  1.12  Accumulation  of Vault  Cash  3.10  0.08
increase  In  Quasi-Money  61.10  1.63  Accum. of  deposits  at  CS  6.03  0.13
Borrowing  from  ROW  2.70  0.07  Lending  to Private  Sector  44.13  1.10
Ac um.of  not  forgn.  reserves  0.55  0.01
Lending  to LG *  Per.  32.71  0.82
Tot.85  Cap.Cainc  or Loose.  121.44  3.03  Tot.8  Cap.Galns  or Looses  127.23  3.18
Total  BS Sources  150.84  3.77  Total  8$ Uses  i50.84  3.77
(4')  dCBSg.dHbsedD8BScb.dCSSpr.E.dRbs.dC8Spe  * dDCbo'dDEPpr.dQMON.E.dNFBbe
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ZIMBABWE
T-Tablre  for the Non-Financial  Private  Sector
Millions  of  1980  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and as  X of GDP
S  o  u  r  c  a  8  ~U  a  * 
C u r r  * n  t  A c c  o u n t
Real  Real  Real  Roal
1981  1981  1981  1981
%  %
Non  Interest  Non Interest
Factor  income  3565.90  88.83  Consumption  of  PR  2769.00  69.16
Transfer*  from  Govt.  260.13  6.60  Direct  Taxes  486.94  12.14
Net transfero  from  abroad  -83.10  -2.08  Profit  remittances  to ROW  71.35  1.78
Workers'  rmittances  73.18  1.83  Savings  of  PR  643.74  13.68
Interest  Interest
Interest  rec'd.  from  Govt.  7.23  0.18  Interest  paid  to  Govt.  0.00  0.00
Interest  on foreign  assets  0.00  0.00  Interest  paid  to ROW  0.00  0.00
Interest  rec'd.  fr.LO  A Pvr.  37.94  0.96
Total  CA Priv.  Sources  3852.26  96.21  Total  CA  Priv.  Uses  3870.03  96.65
Relative  Price  Losses  Relative  Price  Losses
Consumption  of PR  -17.77  -0.44
C  a p  i t  a l  A c  c  o  u  n  t
Real  Real  Real  Roal
1981  1981  1981  1991
X  %
1.  Investment/Saving  1.  Invoetment/Saving
Savings  of PR  343.74  13.58  Private  Investment  600.00  12.49
2. Relative  Price  Lossoo  2. Relative  Price  Loosse
Private  Investment  -12.26  -0.31
3.  Roal Asset  Changes  3.  Roal  Asoot  Changes
Borrow;ng  from  Govt.  -72.77  -1.82  Lending  to Govt.  66.81  1.39
Borrowing  from  CS  101.74  1.69  Accumulation  of Curroncy  21.84  0.65
Borrowing  from  8S  226.03  6.62  Deposits  at  CS  -74.86  -1.86
Borrowing  from  ROW  33.42  0.83  Demand  doposits  with  8S  -16.00  -0.40
Direct  foreign  investment -118.61  -2.96  Savings  deposits  with BS  57.16  1.43
Accum.  of Foreign  Assets  0.00  0.00
Lending  to  LO A Per.  112.68  2.81
Tot.PR  Roal  Aosst  Changes  134.81  3.37  Tot.P  Real  Asset  Changes  160.65  3.91
Total  Priv.  Sources  678.65  16.96  Total  Priv.  Uses  644.39  16.09
4. Capital  Gains/Losses  4. Capital  Gains/Losses
Borrowing  from  Govt.  75.48  1.89  Lending  to Govt.  84.39  2.11
Borrowing  from  CS  0.00  0.00  Accumulation  of Currency  15.19  0.38
Borrow;ng  from  8S  44.13  1.10  Deposits  at  CB  3.29  0.08
Borrowing  from  ROW  0.00  0.00  Demand  deposits  with  SS  44.90  1.12
Direct  foreign  investment  105.97  2.66  Savings  deposits  with  BS  61.16  1.63
Accus.  of Foreign  Asseto  0.00  0.00
Lending  to LG A Per.  60.81  1.27
Tot.PR  Cap.Gains  or Losses  226.68  6.63  Total  P  Cap.Gaine  or Losses  269.74  6.49
(6)  Spr =  *PRFY.CTR.i3.8g.E.NTRPR.E.WREM+i.E.Rpr.i8.Bpe-Cpr-i6.GKTR
-TDpr-r.E.DFI-i  .E.BFpr
(6')  dBg.dHpr.dDBPRcb.dDEPpr+dQMON+E.dRpr.Ipr.dBpe  *  Spr*dGXTR*dDCpr
+dCBSpr*E.dDFI+e.dBFpr
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ZIMB8ABWE
T-Tabl for  The  Rest  of the World  (ROW)
Millions  of  1980  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as  W  of  CDP
S  o  u  r  c  *  a  U  a  *  0
C  u  r  r  *  n  t  A  c  c  o  u  n  t
Real  Real  Real  Roal
1981  1961  1981  1981
Non  Interest  Non  Interest
Pay,a.  for  Govt.Concump.Importe 111.00  2.77  Payments  for  Exports  992.00  24.78
Prtfit  remittances  71.35  1.76  Not  Transters  to  Govt.  0.00  0.00
Pe-la  for  PR Consunp.  Import.  508.00  12.69  Not transfers  to PR  -83.10  -2.08
Pays.  for  Inter_diate  Imports 418.00  10.44  Workers'  remittances  73.16  1.83
Pvym.for  Govt.  Invest-.Imports  38.00  0.96  Savings  of  ROW  476.90  11.91
Poym.for  PR  Investment  I-port  155.00  3.a7
Paym.for  LO  A Par.Invoste.I-p.  99.00  2.47
Interest  Interest
Interest  reed,  from  Covt.  102.06  2.56  Interest  on  not  PR  reserves  0.00  0.00
Interest  rc'd. from  PR  0.00  0.00
Interest  rec'd.  fr.  LC  &  Par.  1.81  0.05
Total  CA  ROW  Sources  1604.23 37.57  Total  CA  ROW  Usr-  1468.97  36.44
Relative  Price  Losses  Relative  Prico  Losses
Pays.  for  Govt.Concump.Imports  -4.42  -0.11  Payments  for  Exporte  -1.16  -0.03
Paym. for  PR Conump.  Imports  -23.87  -0.60
Pay-.  for  Intermediote  Imports'  -7.94  -0.20
Pay-.for  Govt.  Investe.I-porto  -0.97  -0.02
Payu.for  PR Investment  Imports  -5.97  -0.11
P-vymufor LO A Par.Invostm.ISp.  -3.26  -0.08
Total  ROW  Ral.  Price  Losseo  -46.42  -1.16
Ca  p  i  t  l  A c  co u  n t
Real  Real  Real  Real
1981  1981  1981  1981
U  %
1.  Investment/Saving  1.  Investment/Savinc
Saving  of  ROW  476.90 11.91
2.  Relative  Price  Losses  2.  Relative  Price  Loss-s
S.  Real  Assot  Changes  3.  Real  Asset  Changes
Incroase  In  CS  net  rwserves  -112.03 -2.80  Inc.in  Gov.for.borrowing  95.70  2.39
Increaso  in  B3  net  rb  erves  -6.07  -0.13  Inc.  in  CB for.borrowing  107.66  2.69
Increase  In  PR  not  re-erves  0.00  0.00  Inc.  in  BS for.borrowing  -2.70  -0.07
Inc.  in  PR  for.  reserves 33.42  0.83
Inc.ln  LC  VParborrowing  108.70  2.72
Direct  Foreign  Invest. -1183.1  -2.96
Capital  Grant.  from  ROW  13.65  0.34
Tot.  ROW  Real  Asset  Changes  -117.10 -2.92  Tot.  RW  Real  Asset  Changes 237.77  6.94
Total  ROW  Sources  359.81  8.99  Total  ROW  Use  237.77  6.94
4.  Capital  Gains/Losses  4.  Capital  Gains/Losses
Increase  in  CB net  reserves  3.64  0.09  Inc.  in  Gov.for.borrowing  10.88  0.27
Increase  in  BS  not  reserves  0.66  0.01  Inc.  in  CB  for.borrowing 4.36  0.11
Increase  in  PR  net  reserves  0.00  0.00  Inc.  in  8S  for.borrowing 2.70  0.07
Inc.  in  PR  for.  reorves  0.00  0.00
Inc.in  LO Pnr.borrowing 2.33  0.06
Direct  Foreign  Invest.  106.97  2.65
Capital  Grant*  from  ROW  0.00  0.00
Tot.  ROW  Gains  or  Losses  4.19  0.10  Total  RW  Gains  or  Losses  126.23  3.16
(6) Sf  i  .E.8Fgi  .E.BFp-E.Mg.r.E.OFISi  .E.8Fpr-E.Mpr.E.MINT*E.Ign
E.  IpmE.  I-m-E.XGNFS-E.NTRGO-E.NTRPR-E.IREU-i  .E.Rpr
(6')  E.dBFg.E.dNFScbE  .dNFBbn-E.  dBFprtE.dOFI+E.dBFpo-E.dKTG  *  Sf-E.dRcb
*E.dRbs#E.dRprTable  '23
ZIMBABWE
T-Tabl-  for the  National  Accounts
Millions  of 1980  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and as  X  of GOP
S  o  u  r  c  a  a  U  8  *  0
C u * r  a  n  t  A a  c o  u n t
Real  Real  Real  Real
1981  1981  1981  1981
Central  Govt.  Consumption  622.00  1.SB3  Government  Value  Added  47.87  1.20
Private  Conaumption  2789.00  69.18  PR Value  Added  3681.90  88.83
Central  Govt.  Inveatment  126.00  3.12  LO A Par.  Value  Added  97.56  2.44
Private  Investment  600.00  12.49  Indirect  Taxes  411.87  10.29
LG A Par.  Investment  326.00  8.12  Lees:
Exports  of CNFS  992.00  24.73  Subaidies  110.19  2.76
Leoe:
Centrol  Covt.Consu.ption  111.00  2.77
Priv.  Consumption  Import.  508.00  12.09
Central  Govt.Invest.Imports 38.00  0.96
Priv.  Investment  Imports  155.00  3.87
L0 A Per. Invest.  Imports  99.00  2.47
Intermdiate  goods  Importx  413.00  10.44
Total  NA Sources  4004.00  100.00  Total  NA Uces  4004.00  100.00
Relative  Price  Looce  Relative  Price  Locos
Central  Govt.  Consumption  -4.19  -0.10
Private  Consumption  -17.77  -0.44
Central  Govt.  Investment  -3.06  -0.08
Private  Investment  -12.20  -0.31
La  A Per.  Investment  -7.97  -0.20
Exports  of  GNFS  -1.16  -0.03
LoeJ:
Central  Govt.Consumptlon  -4.42  -0.11
Priv.  Consumption  Imports  -23.87  -0.60
Central  Govt.Invest.ISports  -0.97  -0.02
Priv.  Investment  Imports  -6.97  -0.15
LG A Par. Invest.  Imports  -3.26  -0.08
Intermdiste  goods  Ioports  -7.94  -0.20
Total  NA Rl.  Price  Losos  -0.00  -0.00
(7)  GOP  a  Cg.Cpr.Ig.prIpev.E;(XGN  gS-Mi-pr-Igmo-pm  -Se-MINT)
(7')  COP  a  GFY+PRFY.PEfY+TI-GU
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ZIMBABWE
T-Table  for the  Non Financial  Public  Sector  (Government)
Millions  of  1980  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as*  of  CDP
S  o  u  r  c  *a*  U a  *  a
C u  r r  a  n t  A  c  c o  u n  t
Real  Real  Real  Real
1987  1987  1987  1967
U
Non  Interest  Non Interest
Covernment  Value  Added  67.01  1.66  Cov-rnment  Consumption  726.00  16.91
Indirect  Taxes  602.23  14.06  Govt.  Transfers  to PR  234.10  6.46
Direct  Taxes  from  PR  864.39  15.50  Government  Saving  -177.23  -4.13
Tronsfors  to Govt.  fr.Abr.  0.00  0.00  Subsidies  164.30  3.60
Interest  Interest
Interest  rec'd.  from  PR  0.00  0.00  Interest  Paymnts  to  ROW  99.64  2.32
Interest  rec'd.fr.  LCAPxr.  27.33  0.84  Interest  Pxymerts  to  PR  164.74  3.61
Total  CA Gov.  Sources  1360.96  31.75  Total  CA Cov.  Uses  1190.68  27.77
Relativ-  Price  Losre  Rolative  Price  Losses
Government  Consumption  170.40  3.97
C  a p  i  t  a l  A c  c  o  u n  t
Real  Real  Real  Real
1987  1987  1987  1987
I  S
1. Investment/Saving  1. Investment/Saving
Government  Saving  -177.23  -4.13  Investment  of Govt.  126.00  2.92
2. Relative  Price  Losses  2. Relative  Price  Losses
Investment  of  Govt.  29.74  0.89
S.  Real  Asset  Changes  3.  Real  Asset  Changes
Borrowing  from  CB  90.94  2.12  Inc.in  direct  l-nd.to  PR  -13.66  -0.32
Borrowing  from  BS  -35.86  -0.84  Inc.in  lond.to  LC A  Par.  77.99  1.82
Borrowing  from  PR  183.08  4.27
Borrowing  from  ROW  -29.11  -0.e8
Capital  Gennts  from  ROW  62.90  1.23
Tot.C.Re-l  Asset  Chg.  281.96  6.11  Totl.Gov.Real  Asset  Chg.  64.44  1.50
Total  Cov.  Sources  84.73  1.98  Total  Gov.  Uses  219.18  6.11
4.  Capital  Goins/Losses  4.  Capital  Caine/Loose
Borrowing  from  CS  3.84  0.09  Inc.in  direct  lend.to  PR  18.85  0.44
Borrowing  from  8S  26.16  0.61  Inc.in  lond.to  LC A Par.  82.84  1.46
Borrowing  from  PR  87.17  2.03
Borrowing  from  ROW  98.77  2.30
Capital  Grants  from  ROW  0.00  0.00
Tot.  O.Cap.Gaine  or Losses 215.96  5.04  Tot.Gv.Crp.Co;ns  or Losses  81.49  1.90
Note:  Lower  case  d denotes  a  first  difference.
(1)  Sg=CFY.TI-OSU84TDpr.E.NTRGO-i6.GKTR-i7.CKPE-Cg-i3.Bg-GTR-i.E.8Fg
(1')  lg.dCKTR.dGKPE.Sg.dDCg.dC8S9  d8g-E.dBF9-E.dKTa
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ZIMBABWE
T-Table  for  Local  Govornment  and  Parsatutala
Millions  of 1960  Zlmbabwe  dollars,  and as  . of CDP
S  o  u  r  c  *  a  U  *  *  a
C u r  re  n t  A c  c o  u  n t
Real  Real  Real  Roal
1987  1987  1967  1987
%  X
Non Interest  Non Interest
Value  Added  219.55  6.12  Local  Govt.A  Pnraot.Saving  99.64  2.32
Subsidies  from  Contral  Govt.  164.30  3.60
Loss
Subsidi-o  from  Central  Covt.  164.30  3.80
Interest  Interest
Int.  paid  to  Central  Govt.  27.33  0.64
Int.  paid  to  PR  60.40  1.41
Int.  paid  to  ROW  32.18  0.76
Total  CA LC & Per.  Sources  219.55  5.12  Total  CA LO & Par.  Uses  219.56  6.12
C . p  i  t  l  A c  c  o  u  n  t
Real  Real  Real  Real
1987  1987  1987  1987
9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1. Invosttment/Saving  1.  Inveotment/SavIng
Saving  99.64  2.32  Investment  232.00  6.41
2.  Relative  Price  Loses.  2.  Rolative  Price  Losses
Investmnt  55.89  1.30
3.  Real  Anset  Change  3.  R.!  A.4aet  Chang-.
Capital  transfers  from  CC  77.99  1.82
Borrowing  from  PR  -40.10  -1.16
Borrowing  from  ROW  -139.97  -3.27
Borrowing  from  BS  19.24  0.46
Borrowing  fr.Control  Bank  20.14  0.47
Tot.LG  Real  Asset  Changes  -71.70  -1.67
Total  LG A Par.  Source.  27.94  0.C6  Totai  LC  A  Par.  Uses  287.89  6.72
4.  Capital  Cains/Losses  4.  Capital  Caine/Lossoo
Capital  transfers  from  CO  62.64  1.46
Borrowing  from  PR  71.59  1.67
Borrowing  from  ROW  91.04  2.12
Borrowing  from  BS  20.44  0.46
Borrowing  fr.Contral  Bank  14.26  0.33
Total  LG Cap.Cnins  or  Losses 269.96  6.06
(2)  Spi  a  PEFY-GSU8.OSUJ-i7.G(PE-i.E.BFpe-i8.Bpe
(2')  Ip  *  Spe.dGKPE.dBptE.d8Fpe.dCBSp.dOCpe
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ZIMBABWE
T-Table  for  Central  Bank
Lillions  of  1980  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as  X of  GOP
S  o  u  r  c  *  u  U  *  ea0
C  a  p  i  t  a  I  A c  c  o  u  n  t
Real  Real  Real  Roal
19W?  1987  1987  197?
%  %
Real  Asset  Changes  Real  Asset  Changes
Inereas  in  vault  cash  -C.34  -0.12  Londing  to  Govt.  90.94  2.12
Increase  in  83 deposits  27.20  0.63  Lending  to  BS  26.40  0.62
Increase  in  Currency  -11.47 -0.27  Lending  to  PR  -63.13  -1.47
Increase  in  PR  doposits 103.17  2.41  Lending to  LC  & Par.  20.14  0.47
Foreign  borrowing  -15.86 -0.37  Accum.  of  net  reserve.  10.48  0.24
Total  CO  Asset  Changes  97.70  2.26  Total  CB  R  Asset  Change.  64.82  1.9
Capital  CGain/Loases  Capital  Galns/Lossee
Increaso  In  vault  cash  2.26  0.05  Lending  to  Gowt.  3.84  0.09
Increas  In  BS  deposita  7.19  0.17  Lending  to  BS  10.20  0.24
Increao  In  Currency  15.88  0.37  Lending  to  PR  8.02  0.19
Increase  In  PR  deposits  6.60  0.15  Lending  to  LO  A Par.  14.25  0.33
Foreign  borrowing  4.40  0.10  Accu-.  of  net  reosrve.  12.86  0.30
Tot.CB  Cap.GaIno  or  Losses  36.83  0.6  Tot.C  Cap.  Gains  or  Losses  49.20  1.16
Total  CO  Sourcs  134.02  3.13  Total  CS  Use  134.02  3.13
(38)  dDCg+dDCbs&dDCpr-E.dRcb.dDCpi  u  dHbsadDBBScbdFMprdOBPRcb4E.dNFBcb
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ZIMIABII
T-Tablo  for  Banking  System
Millions  of  1980 Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as  X of  GOP
S  a  u  r  c  a  8  U  *-
C a  p  i  t  a  I  A  e c  o.u  n t
Real  Real  Reel  Real
197  1917  1967  1987
S  S
Real Asset  Chongee  Roel  Asset  Changes
Borrowing  from  CS  26.40  0.62  Lending  to  Govt.  -35.86  -0.84
Inc. In  Demand  Deposits  2.70  0.06  Accumulation  of Vault  Cash  -6.34  -0.12
Increase  In  Quasi-Money  80.74  1.86  Accum.  of deposits  at CB  27.20  0.63
Borrowing  from  ROW  -6.29  -0.12  Lending  to  Private  S.ctor  90.87  2.11
Accum.of  net  forgn.  r-esrves  3.53  0.08
Lending  to  LO A Par.  19.24  0.45
Total  8S Asoot  Change*  104.65  2.44  Total  SS  R Asset  Changes  99.43  2.32
Capital  Gains/Losos  Capitol  Gains/Losse
Borrowing from  CB  10.20  0.24  Lending to  Govt.  26.16  0.61
Inc.  In  Demand  Deposits  34.77  0.81  Accumulation  of Vault  Cash  2.26  0.06
Increse  In  Quasi-Money  57.25  1.34  Accum.  of  deposits  at  CB  7.19  0.17
Borring from  ROW  5.29  0.12  Lending to  Private  Sector  60.5  1.32
Aacue.of  not  forgn.  reserves  0.00  0.00
Lending  to  LO  A  Par.  . 20.44  0.46
Tot.BS Cap.Goaln or  Looses  107.60  2.51  Tot.8  Cap.Golno or  Loese  112.62  2.63
Total  SS Sources  212.06  4.95  Total  BS Uses  212.06  4.96
(4')  dCBSg.HbsodD"BScb.dCBSpr4E.dRbs.dCBSpe  a  dDCbs.dDEPpr+dQMON+E.dNFBbs
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ZIMBABWE
T-Table  for th-  Non-Financial  Private  Sector
Millions  of 1980  Zimbabwe  dollars,  and  as X  of CDP
S  o  u  *  c  *  a  U  a  *  0
C  u r  reo  n t  A c  c  o  u  n  t
Real  Real  Real  Real
1987  1987  1987  1987
X  %
Non Interest  Non Interest
Factor  income  3652.61  82.87  Consumption  of PR  1986.00  46.33
Transfers  from  Govt.  234.10  6.46  Direct  Taxes  644.39  16.60
Net  transfers  from  abroad  -18.62  -0.43  Profit  remittances  to ROW  43.21  1.01
Workerso  remittances  2.20  0.06  Savings  of  PR  861.76  19.87
Interest  Interest
-Interest  rec'd.  from  Govt.  164.74  3.61  Interest  paid  to Govt.  0.00  0.00
Interest  on for-ign  *asets  24.2S  0.67  Interest  paid  to ROW  0.00  0.00
Interest  reo'd.  fr.LG  A Par.  60.40  1.41
Total  CA Priv.  Sources  4009.69  93.53  Total  CA Priv.  Usv-  3646.36  82.70
Relative  Price  Losses  Relative  Price  Losses
Consumption  of PR  464.34  10.83
C a  p ;  t a  I  A c  c  o u  n t
Real  Real  Real  Real
1987  1987  1987  1987
X
1.  Investment/Saving  1.  Investment/Saving
Savings  of PR  861.76  19.87  Privet*  Invostment  282.00  6.58
2.  Relative  Price  Losses  2.  Relatite  Price  Lossoe
Private  Investment  66.73  1.6-
3. Real  Asset  Changes  3.  Real  Asset  Changes
Borrowing  from  Govt.  -13.60  -0.32  Lending  to Govt.  183.08  4.27
Borrowing  from  CS  -63.13  -1.47  Accumulation  of Currency  -11.47  -0.27
Borrowing  from  SS  90.87  2.11  Deposits  at CB  103.17  2.41
Borrowing  from  ROW  -4.82  -0.11  Demand  deposita  with  SS  2.70  0.06
Direct  foreign  investment -346.21  -8.06  Savings  deposits  with  BS  80.74  1.88
Accum.  of Foreign  Assets  -24.44  -0.57
Lending  to LO A Par.  -49.10  -1.16
Tot.PR  Real Asoot  Changes  -336.85  -7.88  Tot.P  Real  Asset  Changes  284.69  6.64
Total  Priv.  Sources  616.90  12.03  Total  Priv.  Uses  633.41  14.78
4. Capital  Caine/Losesc  4. Capital  Gains/Losses
Borrowing  from  Govt.  18.86  0.44  Lending  to Govt.  87.17  2.03
Borrowing  from  CB  8.02  0.19  Accumulation  of Currency  16.88  0.37
Borrowing  from  8S  66.68  1.32  Deposits  at Cb  6.60  0.16
Borrowing  from  ROW  4.18  0.10  Demand  deposits  with  SS  34.77  0.81
Direct  foreign  investment  327.58  7.64  Savings  depoeits  with  8S  67.26  1.34
Accum.  of Foreign  Assets  24.44  0.67
Lending  to LO A Par.  71.59  1.67
Tot.PR  Cap.0ains  or Losses  416.21  9.69  Total  P Cap.Gaino  or Losses  297.70  6.94
t6)  Spr =  +PRFY+4TR.i3.Bg-E.NTRPR-E.WREM;  .E.Rpr.i8.Bpe-Cpr-i;.GKTR
-TDpr-r.E.DFI-i  .E.BFpr
(6')  dBg-dHpr*dDbPRcb.dDEPpr dQMONE  .dRpr-Ipr.dBp-  a SprodGKTR#dDCpr
*dCBSpr*E.dDFIe.  dBFpr
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ZIUDABWE
T-Tablo for  The  Rest  of  the  World  (ROW)
Millions  of  1980 Zlmbabwe  dollars,  and  as  # of  WOP
S  o  u  r  c  a  *  U  a  *  a
C u r  r  n t  A  c c o  u n t
Real  Real  Real  Roal
1987  1987  1987  1987
%  %
Non Interest  Non Interest
Pay..  for  govt.Consump.Imports  90.00  2.10  Payments  for  Exports  1661.00  38.75
Profit  remittances  43.21  1.01  Not Transfer*  to  Covt.  0.00  0.00
Pay-.  for  PR Consump.  Imports  242.00  6.64  Not transfers  to  PR  -18.62  -0.43
Paym.  for  Intermediate  Imports  163.00  3.57  Workers' remittances  2.20  0.06
Paym.for Covt.  Investo.Imports  46.00  1.12  Savings  of  ROW  17.19  0.40
Paym.for  PR Investment  Imports  106.00  2.46
Paym.for LO  A Por.Investe.Imp.  86.00  2.01
Interest  Interest
Interest  rec'd.  from  Covt.  99.64  2.32  Interest  on not  PR reserves 24.25  0.67
Interest  rec'd.  from  PR  0.00  0.00
Interest  r-ed.  fr.  LG  A Par.  32.18  0.76
Total  CA  ROW  Sourcos  899.02  20.97  Total  CA  ROW  Uses  1666.13  39.33
Relative  Price  Losses  Relative  Price  Losses
Pays.  for  Govt.Consu.p.Imports  32.12  0.76  Payments  for  Exports  -479.03  -11.17
Pays.  for  PR Consump.  Imports  98.06  2.17
Pay-.  for  Intermediate  Imports  141.50  3.30
Poym.for  Govt.  Investm.Importo  7.99  0.19
P.ym.for  PR Investment  Imports  18.44  0.43
Paym.for  L3  A Por.Invosta.Imp.  14.96  0.36
Total  ROW  Rol.  Price  Losses  308.07  7.19
C a p I t  a  l  A c  c o  u n t
Rcal  Real  Real  Real
1987  1987  1987  1987
U  U
1.  Investment/Saving  1.  Investment/Saving
Saving  of  ROW  17.19  0.40
2.  Relative  Price  Losses  2.  Relative  Price  Losses
3.  Real  Assot Changes  3.  Real Asset  Changes
Increase  in  CO  not  reseo  vo  10.48  0.24  Inc.tn  Gov.for.borrowing  -29.11  -0.68
Increase  in  BS net  reser_n~  3.53  0.03  Inc.  in  CB for.borrowing  -16.86  -0.37
Increase  in  PR net  reserves -24.44  -0.67  Inc.  in  BS for.borrowing  -5.29  -0.12
Inc.  in  PR  for.  roserves -4.62  -0.11
Inc.tn  LO  APar.borrowing  -139.97  -3.27
Direct  Foreign  Invest.  -346.21  -8.06
Capital  Grants  from  ROW  52.90  1.23
Tot.  ROW  Real  Asset  Changes  -10.43  -0.24  Tot.  RW  Real  Asset  Changes -487.16  -11.38
Total  ROW  Sourcoo  8.77  0.16  Total  ROW  Uses  -487.16  -11.36
4.  Capital  Coins/Losses  4.  Capital  Gains/Losses
Incresso  in  CB  net  reservos  12.88  0.30  Inc.tn  Cov.for.borrowing  98.77  2.30
Increase  in  BS net  roserves  0.00  0.00  Inc.  In  CB  for.borrowing  4.40  0.10
Increseo  in  PR  not  roserveo  24.44  0.67  Inc.  in  BS for.borrowing  6.29  0.12
Inc.  in  PR  for.  reserves  4.18  0.10
Inc.in  LO  APar.borrowing  91.04  2.12
Direct  For-ign  Invoest.  327.68  7.64
Capital  Grants from  ROW  0.00  0.00
Tot.  ROW  Gains  or  Losses  37.32  0.87  Total  RW  Gains  or  Losses  631.26  12.39
(6) Sf  a  i .E.BFg..E.BFp.E.Mger.E.DFI+i.E.BFpr.E.Mpr.E.MINT.E.Igm
*E.  IpmE. I_o-E  .XGNFS-E  .NTRGO-E  .NTRPR-E.  WRE-i  .E.Rpr
(6')  E.  dSFg-E  .dNFBcb.E  .dNFBbs-E  .dBFpr.E.dOFI.E.dBFpe.E.  dKTG  *  Sf.E  .dRcb
*E.dRbsnE.dRprTable  30
ZIMBABW
T-Table  for  the Notional  Accounts
Millions  of 1960  Zimbabwa  dollars,  and an X of CDP
S  o  u  r  c  a  a  U  a  a  8
C u r  r  * n  t  A c  c o u n  t
Real  Real  Real  Real
1917  1967  1967  1967
%  %
Control  Govt.  Consumption  726.00  16.91  Government  Volue  Added  67.01  1.66
Private  Consumption  1986.00  46.83  PR Volue  Added  6562.51  82.87
Central  Govt.  Investment  125.00  2.92  LO A Por.  Value  Added  219.66  6.12
Private  Investment  262.00  6.68  Indiroct  Taxes  602.28  14.06
LO A Per. Invostment  232.00  6.41  Loom:
Exports  of ONFS  1661.00  38.76  Subsidies  164.30  8.60
Central  Govt.Consumption  90.00  2.10
Priv.  Consumption  Import.  242.00  6.64
Central  Govt.Invost.Imports 46.00  1.12
Priv.  Invetment Imports  105.00  2.46
LO A Par. Invost.  Imports  66.00  2.01
Intermdlate goods  Imports  153.00  3.67
Total  NA Sources  4287.00  100.00  Total  NA Uses  4287.00  100.00
Relative  Price  Losses  Relative  Price  Losses
Central  Govt.  Consumption  170.40  3.97
Private  Consumption  464.34  10.63
Central  Govt.  Investment  29.74  0.89
Private  Investment  86.78  1.66
LO A Par. Invastm.nt  65.89  1.80
Exports  of CNFS  -479.08  -11.17
Less:
Central  Govt.Consumption  32.12  0.76
Priv.  Consumption  Import  98.06  2.17
C.ntrul  Govt.  Invest.  Imports  7.99  0.19
Priv.  Investment  Import  1S.44  0.48
LG A Per. Invest.  Imports  14.96  0.36
Intermediate  goods  Import.  141.60  3.30
Total  NA Rol.  Price  Losses  0.00  0.00
(7)  CDP  a  Cg+Cpr.Ig  lpr.lpe  E.(X0NFS-Mg-Mpr-Ig_  Ip_  _  emINT)
(7')  GDP  a  GFY.PRFY+PEFY+TI-OSUB
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represents  a  relative  price  gain  (i.e.  a  negative  loss)  attributable  to  the  fact
that  the  deflator  for  investment  goods  on  average  rose  less  rapidly  than  the  GDP
deflator  between  1980  and  1981. A similar  observation  holds  for  the  investment
of  LG & parastatals  and  for  private  sector  investment. For  1987.  however,  the
opposite  applies. For  example,  investment  expenditure  by  the  central  government
amounts  to  3.61  percent  of  GDP,  but  the  quantity  change  amounts  to  2.99  percent.
The difference  of 0.62 percent  represents  a relative  price loss due to an
increase  in the investment  deflator  relative  to the  GDP  deflator  between  1980
and  1987.
It  is  also  instructive  to  examine  the  decomposition  of  deflated  changes  in
holdings  of financial  assets  and liabilities  associated  with  the  transfer  of
resources  into  a change  in  real  stocks  and  a capital  loss/gain  component.  Con-
sider  for  example  the  capital  account  for  the  central  government  in  1981 (see
Table  27  and  Matrix  VIII). Aside  from  its  investment  and  dissaving,  the  central
government  transfered  1.76  percent  of GDP to  LG & parastatals  in the form  of
long-term  loans.  This  transfer  can  be  divided  up into  a  real  change  in  stocks
(that  is,  units  of  1981  GDP  commanded  by  the  end  1981  stock  of  outstanding  loans
to  LG & parastatals  in  1980  prices  less  units  of 1980  GDP  commanded  by the  end
1980  stock)  amounting  to  1.66  percent,  and  a capital  loss  term  of  0.10  percent.
This  capital  loss  term represents  an 'involuntaryl  capital  transfer  from  the
central  government  to parastatals.  and  is  directly  attributable  to the  erosion
in the value of the parastatals,  debt to the government  that occurs  due to
inflation  between  the  end  of 1980  and  1981.- 76 -
111.3  Balance  Sheets  and  Real  Wealth  for  1980  and  1986
Tables  31 - 36  present  the  balance  sheets  and  net  wealth  definitions  for
each  sector  in  1980  Zimbabwean  dollars,  where  stock  values  are  end  1980  and  end
1986  values.  The financial  asset  and liability  noldings  are  consistent  with
the  changes  in real  stocks  reflected  by Tables  17 - 30  of the  preceding  sub-
section. A lack  of data for  physical  and  human  wealth  variables  precluded  a
calculation  of sector  net  wealth  at this  stage.
The  asset/liability  composition  for  both  the  central  bank  and  the  banking
system  exhibits  considerable  stability.  From  the  external  sector  balance  sheet,
it can be noted that there  has been an increase  in external  indebtedness,
although  this  has  been  contained. However,  the  liabilities  of the  parastatal
sector  vis-a-vis  the  central  government  and  the  external  sector  have  increased
considerably.  This  raises  the  question  of  whether,  from  the  central  government's
viewpoint,  the  asset  is  a non-performing  one.- 77  -
TABLE 31
BALANCE SHEET:  CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
(1980 Zimbabwe Dollars, at end  of  period)
WEALTH COMPONENTS  ASSETS  LIABILITIES
1.  Financial Wealth  1980  1986  1980  1986
(fwGt  )  gktrt  780  218  dcGt  122  44
gkplt  30  723  cbsGt  431  302
bGt  872  1007
bfGt  415  1073
2. Non-Financial Wealth
2.1 Non-Human Wealth
(nhGt  )  tP  KGt/P  t) KGt
3.  Net Wealth
nwGt- 78 -
TABLE 32
BALANCE  SY7'ET:  PUBLIC ENTERPRISES  AND LOCAL  GOVERNMENT
(Millions  of 1980  Zimbabwe  Dollars,  at  end  of  period)
WEALTH  COMPONENTS  ASSETS  LIABILITIES
1.  Financial  Wealth  1980  1986
(hIPLt)  gkplt  30  723
bPLt  525  827
dcpLt  49  165
cbsPLt  338  236
bfplt  89  989
2.  Non-Financial  Wealth
2.1  Non-Human  Wealth
KnhwPLd)  (PK.pLt  /Pt)  KPLt
3.  Net  Wealth
nwpLt- 79  -
TABLE 33
BALANCE SHEET:  CENTRAL BANK
(Millions of 1980 Zimbabwe Dollars, at end of period)
WEALTH COMPONENTS  ASSETS  LIABILITIES
1.  Financial Wealth  1980  1986  1980  1986
(wCBt)  dcGt  :22  44  h35 t  32  26
dcPLt  49  165  hpRt  157  183
dcBSt  131  118  dbbsCBt  52  83
rCBt  139  140  dbbrCBt  3  76
nfbCBt  166  99
2.  Non-Financial Wealth
2.1 Non-Human Wealth
(nhwCbt)  0
3.  Net Wealth
nwCBt  0- 80 -
TABLE 34
BALANCE SHEET:  BANKING SECTOR
(Millions of 1980 Zimbabwe Dollars, at end of period)
WEALTH COMPONENTS  ASSETS  LIABILITIES
1.  Financial Wealth  1980  1986  1980  1986
(  BSt)  hBst  32  26  dcBSt  131  118
dbbsCBt  52  83  depPRt  464  402
cbs  Gt  431  3021  qmont  632  661
cbsPLt  338  236  nfbBSt  103  119
cbs  PRt  456  653
rBSt  21  0
2.  Non-Financial Wealth
2.1 Non-Human Wealth
(nhwBSt)  0
3.  Net Wealth  nw  0
BSt-81  -
TABLE 35
BALANCE SHEET:  NON-FINANCIAL PRIVATE SECTOR
(Millions of 1980 Zimbabwe Dollars, at end of period)
WEALTH COMPONENTS  ASSETS  LIABILITIES
1.  Financial Wealth  1980  1986  1980  1986
(f PRt)  hPRt  157  183  gktrt  780  218
dprcbt  34  76  dcPRt  0  93
dep  464  402  cbs  456  653
PRt  PRt
qmont  632  661  fkt  4043  3558
bGt  872  1007  bfPRt  0  45
rPRt  0  265
2.  Non-Financial Wealth
2.1 Non-Human Wealth
(nhvpRt)  (  KPRt / P t)  KPRt
2.2 Human Wealth  hwt
3.  Net Wealth
nwPRt- 82  -
TABLE 36
BALANCE SHEET:  EXTERNAL SECTOR
(Millions of Zimbabwe Dollars, at end of period)
WEALTH  COMPONENTS  ASSETS  LIABILTITIES
1.  Financial  Wealth  1030  1986  1980  1986
(FWFt)'  P't  4043  3558  rCBt  139  140
bfGt  415  1073  rBSt  21  0
bfPLt  89  989  rPRt  0  265
bfPRt  0  45
nfbCBt  166  99
nfbBSt  103  119
2.  Non-Financial  Wealth
2.1  Non-Human  Wealth
(nhw,t)  0
3.  Net  Wealth
nwFt- 83 -
IV.  CONCLUDING  REMARKS
The  methodology  developed  by  Khadr  and  Schmidt-Hebbel  (1989)  provides  a
comprehensive  specification  of  flow  and  stock  bvdget  constraints  in  nominal  and
real terms.  These relationships  are integrated  into  a summary  macroeconomic
consistency  framework  that  is suitable  for  application  to  developing  countries
with reasonably  well-developed  data  bases.
The  application  to.Zimbabwe  in  this  paper  illustrates  the  potential  useful-
ness of the  framework  for  (i) data organization  and consistency  checks;
(ii)  gaining sharper insights  about the historical structure  of  resource
transfers  within  the  economy  and  vis-a-vis  the  rest  of  the  world;  (iii)  financial
programming  and short-  to medium-term  macroeconomic  projections;  (iv)  tracing
through  and  analyzing  the  effects  for  different  'agents,  of capital  gains  and
losses  conferred  by  inflation  and  r.ominal  exchange  rate  changes;  and  (v)  provid-
ing  a skeletal  accounting  frame  for  subsequent  behavior  specification  and  model-
building  efforts. 11
Possible future extensions  of both the methodology  and the country
application,  subject  to a careful  assessment  of the  costs  and benefit  of  each
extension,  would  encompass:
li)  The inclusion  of current  account  transactions  and equity  for both the
central  bank  and the  banking  sector.
(ii) A  disaggregation  of the nor-financial  private sector into firms and
households  (which  would  permit  an explicit  treatment  of labor  and stock
11  In this  context,  careful  budget  constraint  speci'cation also  yields
a  number  of restrictions  on the  parameters  of the  model,  wi ch it is  important
to  observe.  The  most  obvious  such  restriction  (for  the  private  sector)  is  that
the  marginal  propensity  to consume,  the  marginal  propensity  to save,  and the
marginal  tax  rate  on income  should  sum  to  unity.- 84  -
market  related  variables),  and  further  disaggregation  of  the  latter  group
into  wage earners  and non-wage  earners  (to  capture  consumption  pattern
differences).
(iii)  A  derivation  of  consolidated  public  sector  budgets  in  flow  and  stock  terms.
This  would  be useful  in identifying  fiscal  stance  and  the impact  of the
consolidated  public  sector  borrowing  constraint  on financial  markets  and
macro  variables  in  general,  and  in  addressing  issues  associated  with  the
sustainability  of  public  sector  deficits.
(iv) An explicit  link  between  investment  and  physical  capital  accumulation.- 85 -
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APPENDIX  I:  Nomenclature  for  the  Flow  BudRet  Constraints
Identities  (1)  - (6')  below reproduce  their  counterparts  in the text  in
symbol  form.
(1)  SG  GFY + TI  + TDpR + E NTRGO  - CG - GTR - GSUB  + i6 GKTR +  i7  GKPL
i3 BG - i  BFG
(1')  SG  =  iNG t  GdKTR + GdKPL - dDCG - dCBSG - dBG  - E dBFG - E KTG
(2)  SPL  a  PLFY + GSUB - GSUB - i7 GKPL  i8 BPL - E i* BFPL
(2')  SPL  - INPL - dGKPL  - dBpL  - dDCPL  - dCBSpL  - E dBFpL
(3,)  SC3  - dCBSG  4 dCBSpL  + dDCgss+  E  dRCB - dH5S  - dDBBSCB - dHPR  -
dDBPRCB  - E dNFBCB
SB)  $S  - dCBSG + dCBSPL +  dHBS + dDBBScB + dCBSPR + E dRBS - dDCBS - dDEPpR
- dQMON - E dNFBBS
(5)  SPR  PRFY +  GTR + E NTRPR + E WREM - CPR  - TDPR - E  rr  FK  + i 3 BG +
i8 BPL  + E i* RPR - i 6 GKTR - E i  BFpR
(5') SPR  - INPR  +  dHPR  +  dDBPRCB  + dDEPPR  +  dQMON  +  dBG  +  dBPL  + E dRpR  -
dGKTR  - dDCpR - dCBSpR - E dFK - E dBFpR
(6)  SF  ,  - E  (XGNFS - MINTPR - MCG - MIPR - MIG - MPL)  - E  (NTRGO + NTRPR
+  WREM)  + E rr  FK  + E i* (BFG  + BFPL  + BFpR  - RPR)
(6')  SF  U  E KTG  + E dFK  + E (dBFG  +  dBFPL  + dBFPR  + dNFBCB  + dNFB 3 S)  -
E (dRCB  +  dRBS  +  dRPR)
All variables  have a time-period  index  attached  to them,  which  has been sup-
pressed. The  lower  case 'do  denotes  a  difference  operator. Thus,  for  a stock
variable  X, dX - Xt - Xt,l.  Other  variables  are defined  as follows: FY is
gross  factor  income,  TI is indirect  taxes,  NTR is  net foreign  transfers,  C is
consumption  expenditure,  GTR  is  government  transfers  to  PR.  GSUB  is  government
subsidies  to PR channeled  via PL, GKTR is government  loans to PR, GKPL is
government  loans  to  PL, B is  government  bonds  or domestic  debt,  BF is foreign
bonds  or foreign  debt,  S is  saving,  IN is gross  investment  expenditure,  DC is
domestic  credit  of  CB,  CBS  is  credit  of the  BS,  R is  foreign  reserves  and  asset
holdings,  H is  base  money,  DB is  deposits  at  the  CB,  NFB  is  net  foreign  debt  of
financial  institutions,  DEP is  PR deposits  at BS,  QMON is  quasi-money  held  by
PR, WREM is  workers'  remittances  from  abroad  to PR, FK is the foreign-owned
capital  stock,  XGNFS  is  exports  of  goods  and  non-factor  services,  MINT  is  imports-87-
of intermediate  goods,  4MC is  consumer  goods  imports,  and  MI is  capital  goods
imports  (all  imports  of goods  and  non-factor  services).
Price  variables  are  denoted  as follows:  E is the  nominal  exchange  rate
(which  premultiplies  all  variables  defined  in  nominal  foreign  currency  units),
ii is the  nominal  interest  rate  associated  with asset/liability  J, i  is the
nominal  foreign  interest  rate,  and  rr  is  the  nominal  rate  of  profit  on foreign-
owned  capital.
APPENDIX  II:  Notes  on Data  Sources.  Calculations  and  Simplifying  Assumptions
As  a  general  principle,  primary  sources  of  data,  particularly  for  the  capi-
tal  account  flows  (that  is,  the  bottom  right-hand  portion  of  the  summary  matrix)
were the fiscal  accounts  and the  balance  of payments  accounts. The aggregate
expenditure  components  were taken  from  the national  accounts.  Other  capital
account  items  which  could  not  be  calculated  residually  were  estimated  from  stock
balance  sheets  for  the  Reserve  Bank  of  Zimbabwe  and  a  consolidated  stock  balance
sheet  for  accepting  houses,  discount  houses  and commercial  banks (the  banking
system). More  detailed  notes  on sources  appear  below.
VARIABLE  SOURCE
1)  Current  Account
GDP  NA  data.
GFY  FA  data:  estimated  from  Financial  Statements  1987  and
1988. For  1981,  the  ratio  of  GFY  to  total  non-tax  revenue  is
assumed  to  be the  same  as for  1987.
TI  FA  data:  customs  +  excise  +  sales  +  other  taxes.
GSUB  FA data:  subsidies  to  public  enterprises.
PEFY  FA (Public  Enterprise)  data:  estimated  as operating  results
+  depreciation  +  interest  payments.
PRFY  calculated  residually  as:  GDP-GFY-PEFY-TI+GSUB.
Cg  FA  data:  wages  & salaries  +  goods  & services.
Ig  FA  data:  CG  capital  expenditure  - capital  transfers.
Ipe  FA (Public  Enterprise)  data.
Ipr  calculated residually as: Total I (NA data) - Ig - Ipe.
E.XGNFS  BOP  data.
E.MINT  calculated  as alpha  x total  imports  of GNFS (BOP  data),
where alpha  - intermediate  good imports  (EXT  data)/total
imports  of  GNFS (EXT  data".
E.(Igm+Ipm+Iem)  calculated  as  beta  x total  imports  of  GNFS (BOP  data),
where beta  - machinery/transport  imports  (EXT  data)/total
imports  of  GNFS (EXT  data).
E.Igm  calculated  as  gamma  x E.(Igm+Ipm+Iem),  where  gamma  =
Ig/(Ig+Ipr+Ipe).
E.(Mg+Mpr)  calculation  analogous  to  that  for  E.(Igm+Ipm+Iem).
E.Mg  E.Igm.- 88 
Cpr  calculated residually as: GDP-Cg-Ig-Ipr-Ipe-E.(XGNFS-Mg-Mpr
-MINT-Igm-Ipm-Lem).
GTR  FA data: transfer payments less pension contributions.  etc.
i3.Bg  FA data: internal interest payments.
i.E.BFg  FA data: external interest payments.
i6.GKTR  estimated at 0 for both 1981 and 1987.
i7.GKPE  A data: 'guesstimate,.
TDpr  FA data: income tax.
E.NTRGO  estimated at 0 for both 1981 and 1987.
Sg  calculated using identity (1).
i.E.BFpe  DRS data.
i8.Bpe  calculated residually as total interest payments of LG  and
Es (FA Public Enterprise data) - i7.GKPE - i.E.BFpe.
Spe  calculated using identity (2).
r.E.DFI  BOP data: profit remittances to ROW
i.E.BFpr  total interest paid to ROW (BOP data) - i.E.BFg - i.E.BFpe.
E.NTRPR  BOP data: transfers to ROW.
i.E.Rpr  BOP data: interest paid to Zimbabwe by ROW.
E.WREM  data: net factor  income aside from interest payments  and
direct investment income.
Spr  calculated using identity (5).
Sf  *  (6).
2) Capital Account
dGKPE  FA data: net LT lending to plus *investments' in  parastatals
(from Financial Statements 1987 and 1988).
dGKTR  FA data: total capital transfers minus dGKPE.
dDCg  RBBAL data: first difference of central government
liabilities held by the Reserve Bank.
dCBSg  calculated as:  total borrowing from the monetary  system  (FA
data) - dDCg.
dBg  FA data: bonds +  borrowing from the non-banking sector.
E.dBFg  FA data: borrowing from ROW.
E.dKTG  FA data: international aid grants.
dDCpe  estimated  from RBBAL data.
dCBSpe  calculated  residually as overall public  borrowing  from  the
monetary  system (FA data) - dDCg - dCBSg - dDCpe.
dBpe  FA data: non-monetary  domestic borrowing  by public sector
less dBg.
E.dNFBcb  RBBAL data: first difference of loans from ROW.
E.dNFBbs  estizmated  at 0.
E.dDFI  BOP data: direct foreign investment.
E.dBFpe  FA data: external borrowing by public sector less dBFg.
E.dRbs  BSBAL data: first difference of external reserves.
E.dRpr  estimated at 0.
E.dRcb  calculated as: position above the line +  net
IMF flows - E.dRbs - E.dRpr.
E.dBFpr  calculated as residual in the Balance of Payments.
dDEPpr  BSBAL data: first difference in stock.
dQMON  BSBAL data: first difference in stock.
dHbs  BSBAL data: first difference in stock.- 89 -
dHpr  calculated  as:  first  difference  in stock  of total  notes  and  coins
in  circulation  (RBBAL  data)  - dHbs.
dDCbs  estimated  from  BSBAL.
dDCpr  estimated  from  R8BAL  as  the  residual  change  in  assets.
dDBBScb  estimated  from  BSBAL.
dDBPRcb  calculated  residually.
dCBSpr  calculated  residually. 12
3)  Stocks
GKPE  For 1986,  estimate  from  Financial  Statements  1987  and 1988
(LT  loans  to  plus 'investments'  in  parastatals).  For 1980,
estimated  at lOx  the  annual  flow.
GKTR  For 1986,  residual  'investments'  and  LT loans.  For 1980.
estimated  at lOx  the  annual  flow.
DCg  RBBAL  data:  central  government  liabilities  held  by the
Reserve  Bank.
CBSg  BSBAL  data.
Rg  Outstanding  domestic  central  govt.  debt (Quarterly  Review)
less  DCg  less  CBSg.
E.BFg  Central  govt.  external  debt (Quarterly  Review).
DCpe  estimated  from  RBBAL  data.
CBSpe  estimated  from  BSBAL  data.
E.NFBcb  estimate  from  RBBAL  data.
E.NFBbs  estimate  from  BSBAL  data.
E.DFI  Estimate  of foreign-owned  private  capital  from  capital  stock
series  provided  by the  Country  team.
E.BFpr  External  debt  data:  NPPG  MLT  external  debt.
E.Rbs  BSBAL  data:  external  reserves.
E.Rpr  For  1980,  estimated  at 0. For  1986,  estimated  from interest
receipts  assuming  a 1OZ  net rate  of return  on foreign  assets.
E.Rcb  RBBAL  data.
DEPpr  estimated  from  BSBAL  data.
QMON  estimated  from  BSBAL  data.
Hbs  BSBAL  data.
Hpr  calculated  as: stock  of total  notes  and  coins  in  circulation
(RBBAL  data) - Hbs.
DCbs  estimated  from  BSBAL.
DCpr  estimated  from  RBBAL  as residual  assets.
DBBScb  estimated  from  RBBAL.
DBPRcb  estimated  from  RBBAL.
CBSpr  estimated  from  BSBAL.
12  By  way of illustration,  the  discrepancy  between  the  value  for  dCBSpr
that  emerges  in  the  residual  calculation  and  that  which  is  obtained  from  BSBAL
data amounts  to some  ZS251,  or 2.6Z  of nominal  GDP in 1987.  Errors  in other
residual  calculations  for  both  1987  and  1981  are  typically  of  much  smaller  orders
of  magnitude.- 90  -
Sources;
NA  - National Accounts.
FA  3  Fiscal Accounts,  converted from  (June to June) fiscal to  calendar
year by taking the arithmetic mean of two consecutive fiscal years.
BOP  . Balance of Payments.  All USS data converted at average 1987 exchange
rate of 1.66 Z$ - 1 USS and 0.69 2$ - lUS$ for 1981.
EXT  - External Trade.
RBBAL - (Stock) Balance Sheet of the RBZ from  the Quarterly Economic Review.
BSBAL - (Stock) Balance Sheet of the banking system (consolidation of com-
mercial  banks,  accepting  houses  and  discount  houses)  from  the
Quarterly  Economic Review.PPR  Working  Pager  Series
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